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"SANTA FE NEW

3

I

come and offer their New Year's greet-- !
ings.
Train Blown Up.
Vera Cruz, Mex., Dec. 31. A federal
troop train was blown up with dyna-- j
mite today 170 miles southeast of Mex- ico City, on the main line of the Inter- oceanic Railway company, connecting
the federal capital with the coast.

NO. 274.

other less than thirty dollars a month
for five successive months. Any ntsistance you can render in settling the
strike will mean a happy New Year
indeed to these humble and very de-- j
serving people. Will you kindly con-fer with Labor Commissioner Wilson
land the attorney general? A
of the former is here."
The union's attorney said he was
The telegraph lines also were torn
convinced as a lawyer that the posi
down, according to advices received
tion ho had taken was sound. If this
at the federal headquarters here. No
further details were available except
proposal works out it will be a very
that traffic had not been resumed
happy solution of a very vexing (pies REBELS HAVE ALL THE ADVANTAGE
THE SURRENDER OF THIS
DEMAND
tion," he said.
Only three men of the fifty soldiers
AND ARE GRADUALLY
Convinced that testimony available
CLOSING
IMPORTANT BORDER POST BY and the train crew escaped with their
as to the identity of the man who
lives from the dynamite explosion acIN ON FEDERALS,
WHOSE AMMUA
PLAN cording to the report sent in by the
started the Christinas eve panic hy
MIDNIGHT
"fire" in a crowded hall is inwho fled from the scene of
calling
engineer,
ABOUT
NITION
IS
DIS- EXHAUSTED,
HUERTA
TO ASSASSINATE
sufficient, local representatives of the
slaughter to a telegraph station in the
of Miners decided
Federation
Western
TO
ACCORDING
vicinity.
RIPQKJ.
COVERED AND FRUSTRATED.
not to produce w itnesses for that pur-All the trains on the Interoceanic
pose before the coroner's inquest to-- ,
railway have been annulled on acda- -.
As a result only odds and ends:
count of the destruction of the tracks
WILL BE DECIDED IN
FEDERAL TROOP TRAIN
of testimony were heard and it was
by the explosion.
expected that the jury would begin
THE NEXT 24 HOURS
Its deliberations late, today.
REPORTED DYNAMITED
Half a
LIND TO CALL ON
dozen persons appeared at the hear-ing, but none of the witnesses was in
THE PRESIDENT AT
Presidio, Texas, Dec. 31. The rebel
a position to see the doorway, notice
Laredo, Tex., Dec. 31. The surrenPASS CHRISTIAN
the entrance of any man wearing a forces resumed their' aggressive fightder of Nuevo Laredo by midnight was
button of the Citizens' Alliance and ing against the federal army at todemanded of the federal garrison at
.Mexico, with renewed vigor
did not. even hear the first
several
31.
Oec.
Pass Christian, Miss.,
that point by constitutionalists today. President
It was believed the federals were
day.
alarm.
adofficial
Wilson received
An attacl: would be begun immediately
fast
ground.
losing
in
was
Anhoe
he
John
said
the
unless the federals surrendered, ac- vices today that John Lind, his personReports were that General Pascual
ticket office explaining to children the
al representative to Mexico, had left
to
the
demand.
rt
.
cording
methods by which they might get Orozco and General Ynez Salazar,
Vera Cruz on the scout cruiser ChesTwenty federals were killed and ter and
and heard no cry of "lire." The commanders of the, federal volunteers,
would arrive here
gifts
probably
wounded
three
in
engagements
many
..
a possibility, if the
attorney pointed out to had arranged to cross to the American,
is
m
prosecuting
There
w
ton-.,.tonight.
at
with
constitutionalists
the
Monday
!the Jury that this fact was important side in case the federal army is ut- is
that
weather
the
good,
president
45
of
south
miles
Monterey
Rodriguez
routed
because a woman swore yesterday
will go aboard the revenue cutter Wiaccording to federal reports today. A
Federal deserters say only the fear
she had heard the alarm while
that
at
his
placed
nona,
disposal
recently
special train carrying many wounded
she was in an adjoining refreshment of being shot by their own officers
Mr. Lind when the
federals reached Nuevo Laredo this here, and meet
room, and that she had run tnrougn prevented many federal soldiers from
arrives.
Chester
morning. Rebel agents say they lost
the ticket office to the hall proper. rushing across the river. They said
to
was
inclined
not,
The
president
in
nine killed and several wounded
Anhoe said the children were making their losses in dead and wounded had
discuss the coming conference with
the fighting and claim u victory.
too
much noise for him to hear any been heavy. The wounded were left
statethe
authorized
but
Mr.
Lind,
of
A demand for the surrender
uncared for on tho battle field.
In the hall.
voices
was
no
of
visit
ment
the
that
especial
Nuevo Laredo, to the constitutionalIted Cross officers were instructed
the
coroner's
The
meant
investigating
that
Jury
and
merely
ists was anticipated. Two bodies of significance
'
to provide for 500 wounded in case
on
Christmas
here
eve,
desired
"'""'I
1913
NEWSPAPER
resulting
panic
the
representative
president's
rebels, it was reported, were moving
CNTERPPISE ASSN.
fesaK.feS
in the death of 72 people, completed that many are found. A hospital tent
more fully than he
on the city for an attack. One force, to communicate
the taking of testimony late this after- is to be put up in Presidio.
M
cable.
could
by
numbering from 2,500 to 3,000 was said
It was the opinion of military exnoon and began considering of its findMr. Wilson gave the impression that
to be advancing from a point forty-fivto indicate a
ings. None of tho witnesses examined perts here today that the battle of
miles down the Rio Grande, while there was nothing here
affairs or that a
today could recall that they had heard Ojinaga, Mexico, would be decided
another force numbering 1,000 was re- crisis in Mexican
within 24 hours. Likewise, it was deahum of "fire."
new diplomatic move was contemplatany
from
Monterey.
ported approaching
nied that the only chance of the fedThe two forces planned to merge. The ed.
erals to escape extermination should
Ashurst to Bring It Up.
The president however, recently has
federal garrison recently has been reMexican
Washington, IX C, Doc. :: I. Con- the rebels pour in on them, was a prestrong. given much thought to the
inforced and now is 2,000
view of this fact, there
gressional Investigation of the Calu- cipitate flight across the United States
Nuevo Laredo is the only Important problem. In
a more
that
reason
for
is
believing
met copper strike troubles will be pro border.
in
hands
the
border point remaining
definite understanding of the course
The federals were reported short of
posed when congress re convenes, by
of the federals.
to
Mr.
Lind
Senator Ashurst, of Arizona. He said ammunition wh.ie the rebels by the
Rear Admiral Fletcher reporting that the president desires
THE
TO
IDENTIFY
will
future
LIQUOR
in the immediate
to
the departure of the Chester from pursue
today he was preparing a resolution frequency of their fire, appeared
to direct the senate committee on edu- have an ample supply. The tactics of
"Vera Cruz with Mr. Lind, said the be reached.
narowing their semic circle around the
cation and labor to undertake the
cruiser would leave the American enfederals was continued by General
MAN WHO CRIED
AMONG
FOR
voy at Ship Island, opposite Gulfport. HEAD OF NEW
Ortega's forces.
From Ship island Mr. Lind will proYORK POLICE
United States cavalry pal rolling the
ceed to Gulfport on a revenue cutter.
PROTEST AGAINST
border considered what they would
Admiral Fletcher also reported the
WATER
HOT
(N
do if the four thousand federals, comdeparture of the battleships ConnectiTENDENCY OF
manded by almost a dozen generals,
cut and Kansas from Vera Cruz for
r
New 'York, N. Y., Dec. 31.
MODERN TIMES should start a disorderly rush across
Tampico. The gunboat Wheeling Or-is
Waldo, for nearly Mir years FRfllUENT SHJJCTSNuHI "SmnUERN A "CONFERENfiit DT GOVERNMENT; EXPECT TO PRODUCE WITNESSES
on her way from Tampico to New
:
i
rth river.
q
New
York,
leans and the German cruiser Brem- police commissioner of
D. C, Dec.
3t. Pronfajor McNamee, commanding the
COLONIES
OF
TENT
TO- COLORADO
AGENTS HELD AT DENVER
TO IDENTIFY
THE
WHO I Washington,
in
PERSON
of
out
today,
former
walked
for
headquarters
the
Cruz
en has left Vera
less than 1000 men statesting against "the manifestation patrol, had
a letter to Mayor Kline, he said, "it
tioned at points along the river where
DAY TO CONSIDER A MORE PERport. Belated diplomatic dispatches
STARTED
THE
EVE
CHRISTMAS
STRIKERS, LEAD ADJUTANT-GEN- -j
incomtenten
of
a
the
of
within
state
the
desire
last
be
the
to
said
the
at
were
years
appears
from Acapulco
it was likely refugee soldiers would
not to appoint a
considerERAL TO DETERMINE ON ANOTHER;
FECT ORGANIZATION
FOR
THE
PANIC, WHICH RESULTED IN THE dency to change the American democ- likely cross.
department "to give rise to national ing administration to
an
have
but
The
acting
commissioner,
able discouragement."
racy into a monarchy," counsel for ' Estimates of the probable number
SUPPRESSION OF THIS TRAFFIC.
ATTEMPT TO DISARM STRIKERS.
DEATH OF 72 PERSONS.
bank mere is returning deposits and commissioner appointed by me, rethe Mid West Oil company headed by of dead and wounded were based
I
milthe
of
the department.
main in charge
it is believed this may enable
on what refugees said. A fedJoel
Vaile, of Denver, today filed with merely
loans
forced
to
this plan."
will not be aparty
itary authorities to collect
eral deserter said two or three hunthe
court
a
brief
business
situsupreme
attacking dred of their number had been kilSEVENTY-FIVINDIAN COMMISSIONER
WEAPONS
MAY SETTLE STRIKE
from individuals. Spanish
Mayor Kline settled the police
President Taft's order of 1909, withhouses are planning to close and to ation for the time being by appointing
led in the first attack of the rebels
oil
lands in Wyoming and
drawing public
ARE RESULT OF SEARCH
SELLS MAKES STATEMENT!
UNDER ERDMAN ACT and
place their property under the protec- Douglas I, McKay police commissionthat the wounded that could not
California from entry.
er at noon. Commissioner McKay had
tion of the American consulate.
shift for themselves were left on the
The brief declares that the manifes-- field.
says contended that the formal withdrawal
A dispatch from Chihuahua
Three other federal deserters
extation to concentrate governmental said
of his resignation as deputy left him
General Villa has announced that
Trinidad. Colo., Dec. 31. Seventy-five
Dec. SI. O, X.
Calumet. Mich.,
that most of the soldiers had not
Denver, Colo., Dec. 31. Tho more
Chihuahua
from
in
the
is
revolutionof
power
of
after
president
the
head
Japanese
the
pulsion
department
legal
been paid in months and that they
weapons, Including about fifty perfect organization of tho govern- Hilton, chief counsel for the Western
has not been ordered and is not being Waldo resigned, but Mayor Kline de- high power rifles, 600 rounds of am- ment service for the suppression of Federation of Miners, today expected ary and dangerous. The safety of the were waiting a chance to desert.
obto
is
nation
on
declared
rest,
strict
considered.
all
doubt
remove
to
by giving munition and 100 sticks of dynamite, the lhiuor traffic among the Indians is to produce witnesses who would
es"They've all got their eyes turned
was cided
The demand for surrender
had been seized this afternoon by the the object of the conference of gov- tablish the identity of the man who servance of powers of the three great to the American Bide," said one ragMcKay a formal appointment.
Pablo
Gonzales,
General
of
by
government.
signed
Mayor Kline, incensed, announced military search about thirty of the ernment agents, here today. The con- shouted "fire'- at the Christmas eve departments
ged and muddy soldier, who was eat"With due consideration of all pro- ing rations given him
who also notified Colonel Blossom, the that he declined to accept Mr. Waldo's tents at the Ludlow strikers
camp. ference was attended by Cato Sells, celebration, causing a panic which reby an American.
tendencies
American commanding officer at Fort resignation and had removed him for The rifles were found in tents occu commissioner of the United States In- sulted in the death of 72 persons.
of the day," the "It's only lie fear that they'd be Bhot
gressive
GonGeneral
action.
of
his
Mcintosh,
"insubordination."
Federal intervention
under the attorneys declare "and of such whole In the back that keeps them from
pied by Greeks and were hidden un dian bureau.
zales advised Col. Blossom to keep
in a formal statement Mr. Sells out- amended Erdman act, has been asked some changes as a spirit of reform inmnim,
"I had to do this to retain ray self-- der floors.
American citizens away from the riv
lined the organization work and ob- - as a means of settling
Information from rebel sources was
Trinidad, Colo., Dec. SI. A tent-tthe copper may properly demand, yet In matters
respect and the dignity of the city,"
er which is in the danger zone. The said the
tent search for firearms was begun at jects of this government service us miners' strike by the Western Fed-th- conimited by the constitution to one that General Pascual Orozco and
mayor.
immediately
troops
United States
of the government and not eral Ynez Salazar, commanders
of
strikers' tent colony at. Ludlow follows:
erution of Miners. A telegram calling
Waldo's term would normally have
were organized into a patrol extendto another, the line-oprogress and federal volunteers, who are threaten- this morning at the direction of Gen-- j
at
.,The 8erv(,e for the suppression of attention to the possibility or such
midnight.
expired
river.
ing along the
John Chase, who declares he hasitne ij(UIor traffic amone the Indians is Hon was today sent to I'resident O. X. the declaration of changes of policy, ed with no quarters by Ortega's army,
Mr. Waldo replied by notifying MayUnited States Consul Garrett noti- or Kline in a letter
the mayor was information that the strikers have comDoged of onP ohief Repnl officer. Hilton, cluet counsel for the Western should come through that department secretly crossed to the American side
that
in
remaining
Americans
fied the few
in which the constitution has vested several nights ago and arranged for
on the tiot in a position to remove him from been secretly arming themselves dur- one assjstant chief special ollicer and Federation, as a sequel to a talk late
Nuevo Laredo to seek safety
ing the past three weeks. The killing fifteen assistant special officers, whose last, night between him and .lohn B. the power to change national poli-- j shelter with friends in case they have
office, since under the law his resignawas
promptly
which
American side,
to retreat to foreign soil. Orozco and
tion became effective when It was ten- of "Kid" Morgan, a negro member work is supplemented by 151 deputies, Densmore, solicitor of the department cies."
Mexican women anu u.u.u.
done.
.
of the colony, yesterday, by George consisting of service
Salazar figured in the revolts against
dered.
of
labor, who is here to find means of
United
international
employes,
the
cross
also began to
Madero.
Shepperd Wilson, another negro strik- States deputy marshal's and other in- settling the controversy.
READJUSTMENT
bridge.
On complaint from General Salvathe discovery that both were arm dividuals assigned to particular cases
ener;
The
as
was
follows:
men
telegram
and
officers
Health of the
north of thei01. localities.
Mercado that the Americans were
and
dor
OF
firing
heavy
SOUTHERN
ed;
X
AT
THE
RECEPTION
recent
Texas,
the
"Under
act
of
Texas
congress
City.
camped near
the federals to desert, Major
followed by an attack upon a
inducing
camp
MANSION
unsaniEXECUTIVE
X
of
a
labor
now
are
more
300.000
"There
than
commissioner,
creating
RATES
SUGGESTED
despite widespread reports
McXamee
orders that there
gave
C. X military detail sent to preserve order,
to
and
be
William
Governor
Mrs.
twenis
under
the
continues
distributed throughout
ity undoubtedly
ample
tary conditions there,
should be no talking across the river
is regarded as proof that the strikers
McDonald will give a reception
that
states
of the union. Wherever general welfare clause of the const!- nearly one per cent better than This
have weapons in their possession. ln.lionu
Washington, D. C, Dec. 31. Two Between American and Mexican sol- tnttnn tn ifiirrinit imvoptimpntal inter.
lrw..ittl tin.,,
tomorrow, New Year's day at
of troops in their home stations.
a
mounted
with
Llnderfelt,
2
Captain
Important
from
X
principles were laid down to-- ! niors.
in
ferencB
Rettlinff
Mansion
nnt
tn
the
X
Executive
houn
whinh
hnvo
a
nr,e,,e,t
il.e
strike
it
ottie.
high
statement was made today by
Kl Paso, Tex., Dec
1. Local offi
detachment, this morning resumed
r
V to 5 p. m. All are invited to atPnnrtt. !uay by the interstate commerce com
.1,0 i,.,.(.i !.!
fB,iurui nnuutir.n
i,,vni,uo
f1rfri
record
this
who
thought
officer
army
search for the two mounted men who Eovermnent is comulete.
oth-- i tions here
Toon
tend.
forclne the mission In the decision of a case be cers or the American Red Cross on
the
in condistrict
Carter
General
justified Major
fired upon the soldiers late yesterday.
h? the Texarkana freight bureau orders from Washington today left
X
X X X X "
X
to settle- strike are appaling. One miner for
ers, which have been opened
tinuing to maintain the camp in its
'
of forty soldiers
A detatclnnent
against several southwestern railroads with nurser, physicians and hospital
twenty-sihard
labor
received
has
Carter
days'
General
location.
present
The officers
from Trinidad went to Ludlow this
one dollar and seventy-fivcents. An- - involving rates to and from lower supplies for Presidio.
(Continued on page four).
instructions from the war department VESSEL REPORTED IN
The were instructed not to cross to the
Mississippi river crossings.
IS SAFE morning to assist in the search for
DISTRESS
judghis
in
when
move
the
to
camp
Mexican side unless assurances were
commission held that:
31.
Dec.
The arms. Two troops' of cavalry and
Galveston, Tex.,
ment, conditions warrant such action.
"In the making of joint through given that the Ited Cross flag would
sursteamer Atlantis, expected to dock several companies of infantry
rates on long distance traffic to local he respected. It. was stated that prohere this afternoon, was reported by rounded the camp and a machine gun
Bryan Back On Job.
or
was set up.
points, the differ-- : visions should be made for 500 woundas
holiA
safe.
wireless
back
from his
today
A
Secretary Bryan,
entials above the rates to the basings ed if that number was found.
an hour's search fifteen wea-- ;
After
off
was
miles
Atlantis
his
desk
The
at
seventy
was
early
day in Florida,
were
points should be reasonable in rela- hospital tent will he put tip In Presiseveral
rifles,
pons,
including
7
o'clock
this
bar
at
Galveston
Mexican
the
dispatches
today, going over
tion to the total distances involved. dio. The nurses probably will devote
discovered and confiscated. The mem- .
com
which accumulated in his absence. Mr. morning and in no distress, contrary' bers of the committee of the Colo- s'- ',lis.
Ol'ators at relay stations to be al- While carriers may properly meet wa- - themselves to taking care of refugees.
:iJ'-- llle
acentertained
at
to
fears
Tampico,
lowed forty minutes for lunch instead ter competition, the maintenance of a
Villa At Juarez.
Bryan would not discuss John Llnd's
- promise agreement by which a strike
report, which rado Federation of Labor, now inves- of telegraphers on the St. Louis and of twenty minutes,
Juarez, Mex., Dec. 31. General '
forthcoming conference with President cording to the wireless
lower rate to one point than to other
of
outrages
charges
alleged
tigating
R.
T.
Burge, manager
Wilson at Pass Christian, Miss., or the was received by
Overtime is to be paid at the rate of points which are intermedial' , can- - Francisco Villa arrived here today-irailroad is averted, was
perpetrated by the militia in the Sau 1'ranclsco
reasons which had prompted the pres- of the Gulf Coast Fruit and Steam strike
is! from Chihuahua. His purpose was to
ned by the receivers and by the 33 cents an hour, instead of 25 cents,
not be justified on the ground
Ludlow
zone
are
at
witnessing
to
which the ship is
ident's representative to seek a per- ship company,
at stations where one necessary to suppress water competi- - be in a better position to direct, by
of the Order of Rail- Telegraphers
representatives
the
tents.
search
of
the
'
Mr. Burge said that the
He chartered.
.
gonal Interview with his chief.
telegraph the rebel operations against
Efforts to learn the Identity of the way Telegraphers shortly before noon - Is employed, relieved from the work tion. .. ..
.
said he did not know whether Mr. Atlantis carried four passengers.
It was suggested, although not or Ojinaga.
men who stretched
a barbed
wire 'today. The agreement is effective in- of scrubbing floors, but must keep
Carranza Returns.
make a general
Lind would come to Washington.'
reads
that
the
be terminated by stations clean.
but
dered,
may
last
across
at
definitely
tent
road
the
the
colony
'
In official circles, it was suggested FEAR FOR SAFETY OF
of their rates to and
The matter of handling mail to and
Hermostllo, Sonora, Mex., Dec. 31. i
night which resulted in Corporal Cuth-- ! either party on thirty days' notice,
GULF SAILING FLEE
river cross- lower
from
wera
that some new announcement regardbe
who
to
Mississippi
General Venustiano Carranza re-order
from
of
the
The
members
horse
postoftlces
his
bertson
under
investigated.
thrown
being
of
Mobile
31.
Dec.
,Ala.,
Passing
States
United
Srevethe
In connection with the
here last night after celebrat- turned
sue-- ; suspended will be taken back without
ings,
ing the policy of
have
been
without
and
injured,
hours without word from
towards Mexico might be made after another
Back.
his
Put
as
Instruments
group.
or
as
fast
for
port
discrimination
ing
birthday anniversary in hum- cess.
Louis
leader
places
Tlkas, alleged
the fleet of sailing vessels due at MoRestora-madMr. Llnd's report to Mr. Wilson.
at the village of Carbo.
manner
31.
ble
Dec.
statement
is
found.
This
Mo.,
are
them
was
Springfield,
arrested
and
the
quescolony,
bile or that departed from th e port
,
Twenty-onguns echoed through the
on the authority of W. C. Nixon, tion of many of the telegraph
tioned concerning the affair, but was
to
storm
Christmas
the
of
gulf
prior
Plot To Kill Huerta.
X Ilermosillo fields as the special train
ments removed by the St. Louis and
P. O. HOURS TOMORROW.
and chief operating officer.
added to fears of shipping later released.
f iX
f. i
Mexico City, Mex., Dec. 31. An al- day,
s of the constitutionalist leader steamed
The military commission will reIt deveeloped today that one of the San Francisco railroad when
here today.
agents
v
convene In Trinidad Monday to invesleged plot to assassinate Provisional
points at issue between the phone service was installed in auti- - X As tomorrow, January 1. is a X into the city. His reception was au jr
President Huerta during the New
f.
tigate recent incidents growing out of grievance committee and the receiv- cipation of a strike of the telegraph !X legal holiday, the post office will X enthusiastic as if Carranza had been
1
away many months, instead of but
Year's reception was frustrated by the X
ers was that of promotion to the posi- ers employed on the system, was X keep Its general delivery window
X the strike.
NEW YEAR GREETINGS.
were
scores
him
9
;
of
and
two
Awaiting
settleXitwo
arrest today of
Mexicans in a X The New Mexican extends X
days.
tion of station agent. This point started today as a result of the
open between the hours
ment reached In St. Louis yesterday IX 10 a. m. There will be one col- - Xof telegrams .ana Dinnaay congraiuia- house of the suburban town of Campo X Xew Year greetings to Its read- - X JAMES BRYCE TO GET
finally was 'settled.
Florido.
Other points settled In the agree- by representatives of the telegraphers X lection and one delivery of mail. X tions
NEW YEAR'S GIFT
X ers and wishes them a prosper- - X
General Lucio Blanco, Gen. Juan
union and the receivers of the rail X The banks wlli be closed all day
The secret police are. said to have X ous and happy "1914."
ment signed today follow:
X
So will most of the X Cabral, and other insurgent commandtomorrow.
X
officials
said
road.
discovered that the plotters had plan- X The New Mexican will be pub- - X
Railroad
hereafter
cent.
Increased
six
31.
for
Dec.
James
Wages
per
London,
Bryoe,
1
Confer- X ers returned here yesterday.
ned to enter the home of General X lished tomorrow afternoon, as us- - X merly British ambassador at WashingWorking hours at stations where the movements of trains would be reg- X city, county, state and federal X
offices.
X
and
ulated
bv
Huerta at the same time as the
man
one
to
telephone
partly
is
oartly
In
title
reduced
is
the
viscount
of
X
X ual.
ton,
only
employed
given
(Continued on page four).
and others had arranged to
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
w
ten hours a day.
by telegraph.
the New Year's honor list.
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1914
i Happy New Year!
77

3
3

WINTER GROCERY GO,
40.

PHONE 85 MAIN.

FACTORY
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

&

i

11

Grande

Great Salt Lake Route

Go.

Scen'tctLh'e"Worll

Round Trip Excursion Fare

$34.50

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
-T- O--

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
Account Convention
NAT'L WOOL GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
and
January
Tickets on Sale, January 12th. and 13th, 1914
15th, 16th

17th, 1914.

Final Return Limit, Jan. 31st, 1914.

Stop-Over-
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illy Gilson Gardner.)
(By Prof. Jas. Laurence
Laughlin,
head of Department of Political
Washington, I). C, Dec. 31. PresiEconomy at Chicago University and
dent Wilson has determined to postAuthor of "Principles of Money.")
pone all radical legislation indefinitely, pending the return of more normal (Copyrighted, 1H13, by the Newspaper
and better business conditions. The
Enterprise Association.)
trusts are not to be prosecuted, the
This measure stands out as the most
Sherman law is not to be amended, important legislation on banking and
he telegraph-telephonmonopoly is currency since the Civil War. Its ob-i.ot to be postallzed, the New England vious purpose is to make both our
railway merger is to be settled by ar- currency and credit system more elasrangement between Morgan & Com tic, and to remove the possibility of
pany and Attorney General McRey- - frequent paroxysms of credit. Before
nolds and possibly the railroads are Wilis, we have had a highly individual'
of listic system of over 24,000 banks, each
tj have a five per cent isincrease
to be done acting for itself. The new law is Inlieigli rates. Everything
tended to introduce
for
fer "better business."
This matter was talked over at a tlie common good. In our principale
legisla-somby.
iccent cabinet meeting, and while cities the banks, without anyhouse
members of the cabinet have!"0". have through clearing
established local
agreed with the president as to jfoc.atlons has
helped to mm.mize the PRACTICAL JOKE
wisdom of this course, all accept tion.
effects of stringency and panic. This
WENT WRONG WAY
act aims to extend something like
recognized that the president is the cnnii;nlunl anHnn mm,, all n'lt'fo nf tllO
t,ian most responsible and most largePittsburgh, Dec. 31. A supposed
ly affected by political happenings and
joke almost ended fatally
practical
our
to
business
many,
Unconsciously
il is his right to direct the course of
,e
a
in
such
fabric has been developing
a contractor,
his administration.
way as to enable an exchange of goods
Christmas
turkey.
Marshall was taken to take
u""h
place mainly by checks drawn
into the president's confidence and has on bank
The next morning the turkey was
deposits. Only in purely rural
He told his friend, Louis Trax,
been correctly quoted in his state- districts are money and notes abso- ment that no immediate trust legis- lutely necessary to buy with. Yet i wagon manuiaciurer, oi me iu6B,
lation is desirable or necessary. The the idea is widespread, coming down and Trax "joshed" bim.
Vice president declared in favor of to us from times when our money- That day, at noon, Trax bought a
waiting to see how business would economy was generally "rural," that turkey and in the morning it was tak- adjust itself to the tariff and currency our great need in time of crisis is en.
laws.
more "money," although any hard- At mjdnight, Trax, thinking Cuu-it is known that Postmaster Gener pressed borrower who can get a loan uingham had taken the turkey for a
al Burleson has given up for the time at a bank can meet his maturing debt joke, went in an automobile to the
being at least his intention to press by a check on that hank. In fact, the latter's home in a suburb which is
for poslalizutlon of the telephone tele- more we look into the facts as in the without police protection. He was
center of
graph wires, although he recommend- panic of 1907 we find the
prowling about the house when Cuned this in his annual report and of- the difficulty in the lending power of ningham appeared with a revolver.
per
He saw the "burglar" and fired, the
fered to furnish congress with the the banks. When
data proving the desirability of gov- sons draw down the reserves of the bullet passing through the arm of
of
the
the
lessen
power
ernment ownership and operation. In banks they
Trax's coat. Trax was chased into
accordance with this decision Repre- banks to lend. Therefore, a measure a hayloft and Cunningham kept guard
out
in
of
time
danger, help
until daylight, when the mistake was
sentative John A. Moon, of Tennes- which will,
reserves and the lending power of discovered and explanation made.
see, chairman of the house committee the
nf
on postofllce and postroads, has with- the banks is of chief importance
lncreasiiiR
held his proposed bill, and Representa- far more importance than
in the hands of the public RABBITS RUNNING
the
money
tive David J. Lewis, of Maryland, is
as a means of exchanglie only one who is still actively at which serves
THROUGH STREETS
ing goods; because we have a highly
work for postalization of the wire
developed medium in checks (a tie- NewYork, Dec. 31. A plague of
nnsit currency). This organization or
Following the compromise made by credit should be the central point in a habbits, which according to those who
UellW
estern
the
union telephone-tele-have suffered, is of maguiture equal
great currency measure.
to the various plagues of the days of
laph monopoly with the department
The Organization of Credit.
nf justice and the dropping of the suit
How has this purpose been carried the children of Israel in the land of
against the trusts, it is understood out in the new act? Instead of one Egypt, is today preventing residents
there are to be other compromises central bank, we shall have at least of certain section of Brooklyn, Flush- diswith the trusts which have been uneight regional banks in as many dis- ing, L. I. and other water front
der threats of prosecutions for vio- tricts into which the country is to be tricts from worrying about their own
,
lations of the Sherman act. President divided (probably in Boston,
troubles.
In Flushing the animals run through
Wilson voiced the new policy in his
Chicago, St. Louis, San Franspeech to congressmen at the signing cisco, New Orleans, etc.) The banks the streets in herds and men and boys
of the curfency hill. This epoooh mny in each Uatrot pbo.tjtjr ihn oupitnl WPre bxicy for hours clubbing then tft
be liberally interpreted as an assur- to their own federal reserve
bank death.
Several persons were injured during
ance to big business that It is to be which can lend to any member bank,
permitted to go along for a while on a but not to the public. In time of stress the battle.
species of probation without govern- when a member bank Is hard pressed
FAIR EXCHANGE
ment harrassment for violations of by borrowers, that bank can lake its
commercial paper
trust statutes in order that they may picked short-timt:hov their good faith and willingness (these are the notes given by borrow i New Back for an Old One How a
Santa Fe Resident Made a Bad
!o live up to present laws, and pos- - ers and held by the bank in its assets)
with
Back Strong.
and
bank
reserve
federal
to
its
to
drastic
escape
regulation by
jFibly
The back aches at limes with a dull
a
hgisalion or prosecutions in the fu- - this as security get a loan (called
feeling, making you
lure. It is hoped that during this rediscount ). i lie proceeds ot uns indescribable
um
piercing pains
weary and restless;
"
"""""
period a feeling of confidence will be loan ta" ue
restored and if there is any lack of bank as a part of its reserve as long as- shoot across the region of the kidneys
on deposit with the fed- and again the loins are so lame that
prosperity it cannot be attributed to they are left
to stoop is agony. No use to rub or
eral reserve bank.
political or governmental action.
What is the result? The member iapply a plaster to me Daciv n .ue riu'
This policy is an answer to the potouch- neys are weak. You cannot reach the
litical calamity howlers like J. Mann, bank has now its lending power can cause.
Follow the example ot this
as long as its customers
Joe Cannon, Joe Fordney, Jim Elihu ed, and short-time
(90 days, etc.) com- Santa Fe citizen.
Root and Boss Barnes, who have pre-- j present
Miss Adela Arias, Santa Fe, N. Mex ,
mercial paper, based on a sale of
ducted that reactionary
Republicans goods, that bank can lend to them. says: "I suffered from a dull, heavy
would be called upon later to save the
That is, no firm doing a legitimate ache in the small of my back. I was
country from the hard times inevitably business in buying and selling goods frequently bothered by headaches and
by Democrats,
need never in the future go into bank- dizzy spells. I felt tired and didn't
Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo ruptcy for lack of a lean. This fea- have any ambition.
Doan's Kidney
looks for a general expansion of busi- ture is the core of the new act.
Pills cured all these ailments, and I
ness and confidence from this time on.
have been in good health ever since.
Control by Reserve Board.
The tightening of money Is due, he beObviously, if there are several fed- If a cold settles on my kidneys, I take
lieves, largely to the fact that tin eral reserve banks, they must be uni- a few doses of Doan's Kidney Pills
national hanks have discounted the fied by some supervisory control. This and they fix me up all right. When
passage of the new currency law un- is the function of the federal reserve I first used Doan's Kidney Pills
der which statute the national banks board of seven to be appointed by the
was so grateful for the benefit they
are required to become investors In president. This board may examine gave me that I recommended them. I
ihe reserva banks. The national banks accounts of the banks under it; su- think just as highly of them now, as
have been contracting their loans and pervise
locate reserve I did then."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
accumulating cash reserves in order cities; suspend officials, if necessary
to be ready on the passage of the bill lin reserve banks; suspend reserve re- - cents.
Co., Buffalo,
to take their shares in the new re- quirements for a period of 30 days; New York, sole agents for the United
serve banks. This contraction of and, in an emergency, require one fed- States.
Remember the name Doan's and
leans has made itself felt in the credit eral reserve bank to lend to another.
markets throughout the country, and Objection has been made that a board take no other.
has had a direct and indirect effect (appointed by the president places our
cn all commercial business. This credit system under political control.
cause, added to the shortage of crops, That might be true if banking operaare the two principal reasons, it is be- tions were conducted by this board. LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
As a fact, the work of this board,
.
lieved for the present industrial
The second reason will soon cease to while important, is chiefly administraWINDOWS, DOORS
Operate and the first has already pro- tive and supervisory, but the lending
duced its maximum effect Therefore, on commercial paper is carried on
AND MOULDING
with assurances that business is to only by the federal reserve banks
be free from legislative or executive (whose customers are the member
interference for an indefinite period, banks in each respective district).
This is a pivotal matter.
the uptrend is confidently expected.
SAWYER
Elasticity of Notes.
The elasticity of credit to be gainBRAN AND CORN ARE
ed by the provisions just mentioned is
22 San Francisco St. Phone 206 W
of first importance; but the elasticity
BEST TO MAKE MILK of the bank-not- e
SANTA FE, N.M.
issues, although secondary, is in a high degree essential
Washington, Dec. 31. The depart to daily transactions. The act makes
ment of agriculture has just concluded no change in our gold standard or In
a series of experiments to determine the greenbacks. Our present nationthe effect on the flavor of milk of al bank notes have been long admitfeeding different kinds of rations to ted to be unelastic; and these are to
cows. The department has decided be gradually replaced in twenty years
Years
in favor of bran and corn.
by a new kind of money called federal
The experiments were conducted ta reserve notes. That these notes may
PURCHASES
ascertain the corrections of tlie the- be properly elastic, not only automatic
ory of some dairymen that the feed- expansion, but contraction is essential.
ing of crushed oats to cows would im- Thus, while there is no limit placed on Will get perfoml cttention,
prove the flavor of milk. Six cows their maximum amount, they can be and the goods you get will be
were used in the experiments. In expanded only in proportion as picked
first-claIn every respect and
all. 50 opinions were passed on the short-timcommercial paper is taken
a
trifle
cheaper, because
various samples of milk form those by federal reserve banks to the fedjust
cows. Of these. 1C showed a prefer- eral reserve board and exchanged for
we are not investing our monence for the milk from cows fed on reserve notes.
ey in Plaza High Rents. See
crushed oats, 5 preferred that from
Thus they can be expanded only as
the point ? Phone
the bran and corn rations, while nine the transactions in goods are expand
Is
commercial
the
on
which
paper
no
ed
choice.
expressed
The resudts says
a statement based. This is the only way these
issued by the department, "show the notes originate. They cannot be creStore, Galisteo Street.
ration containing bran and corn was ated and paid out by the government
essenare
Thus
debts.
Its
Phoni 177 J.
most successful in producing a fine for
they
flavored milk."
tially bank notes. Their safety is
l
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LAW TRULY MEANS

HOWLS OF STANDPATTERS.

Sincere Wish of Your Friends,

IPECOnSTJEC

A WAIT

abundantly secured not only by 120 per
cent of picked commercial paper, but
also by a gold reserve of 40 per cent,
and a first lien on all the assets of the
respective reserve banks taking them
out. If, however, the reserve banks
should ever fail to redeem them an
almost impossible contingency tbey
would be redeemed by the treasury
of the United States.
Banking experience has long Bhown
that a note circulation cannot stay out
in excess if there is prompt and immediate redemption. This is fully provided for at the reserve banks and at
the treasury. iMoreover, when in the
course of business, these new notes
come in to the reserve banks, they
cannot pay out any but their own
notes, being obliged to send the notes
of other reserve banks home for redemption. Thus the possibilities of
undue expansion of note issues are re-- :
iced to the minimum; while elastici
ty is secured. Expansion through
'cans not based on sound transactions
i i the one
thing to be watched. The
new system can be successful only by
careful scrutiny of loans. If wisely
managed in this respect, the country
will have entered on a new stage in its
dt velopment of banking and currency,
ami business will greatly profit there-- j

CURRENCY

NEW

WHAT

POSTPONED

THIS

bright with prospects and
the realization of your many
hopes, is the

LEGISLATION

RADICAL

Within

Final Limit.

M. SCOTT, T, F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N. M

A. HUGHES,

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

R.

J.

CRICHTON,

Manager 4 Treasurer.

Secretary.

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

I

THESE DAYS OF MODERN

IN

IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms.
Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

Ue.

;

j

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

panic-stricke-

ASK

To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

-

Coast, via

i

j

j

I

GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

Your Business Solicited.

I

Phone

100 and 35 W.

::

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

MILITARY
R0SWELL,

INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
E Lokted in the beautiful Peoos
Valley. 1.700 feet above tea level,
sunshine every day. Ocen alt
work throughout the antlre ses-IoConditions for physics!
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructor, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern coheres.
modern in every respect.

accents :

M

'

E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA, Vice President
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
W. A. PINLAY.
For particular and illustrated cats- fue. address,

COL.JAS.W.WILLSON,Sopt.

1.

to Torrance thence.

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

i

For Rate and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Aft, El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

CHRISTMAS
RATES

HOLIDAY
ONE MID

OK

THIRD FARE

n

let-up-

NEW MEXICO

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

j

Foster-Milbur-

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Foil TICKETS

FROM SANTA FE

note-issue-

AGENTS The FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

METH-

a

ODS,

POWER

j

.

For the Round Trip Between All

Points on the

A.T.&S.

A. T. & S. F. R. R. IN COLORADO,
Trinidad to Denver inclusive.
Dates of Sale, December 23rd, 24th, 25th and
Return Limit,
31st, and Januaay 1st, 1914.

January 5th,

1914.

HOLIDAY RATES FOR STUDENTS

ijfGw

I

TEACHERS

be
For the benefit of Students and teachers tickets will beround
fare
d
the
for
of
and
trip
one
rate
at
gold
in New Mexico, including Coast lines west
tween all
on condition
of Albuquerque, on December 19th and 20th
or princiteacher
from
certificates
that such parties present
at said school.
attendance
of
the
showing
school,
pal
Minimum selling rate, $5.00, return limit January 5th,
one-thir-

Do-'ni- s

ss

e

FACUNDO

F. R.R. IN NEW MEX.,

Also to All Points on the

J.

YOUR:

1913.

Electricity playa most ImpoThe grandfather would
rtant part.
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant snot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

,,,

i

31,

TlGHTl

as-n-

e

I.

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

.

1914.

-

For particulars, call on any agent of the Santa Fe.

ORTIZ,

Santa

H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
New Mexico.
Fe,

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

31, 1913.
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on the 2:!
the United States or elsewhere.
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
erty in and out of this state and in shall mau; the affairs of the com ment was filed for record
BEAUTIFUL AMERICAN GIRL MEXICAN REBEL CHIEF IS
A. I). 1913, at Jl
To borrow or raise money by the such place or places in the several pany or corporation for the first three day of December,
State of New Mexico,
recorded
Office State Corporation Commission. issue or sale of any bonds, mortgages. states, territories or territorial acquisi- mouths, or until their successors or o'clock a. ni., and was duly
REPORTED TO HAVE MADE HIS "CAPTIVE BRIDE"
in Hook No. 2 of the Records of CorCertificate of Comparison.
debentures, interest bearing cerliil-- ! tions of the United States as shall associates qualify, are: .las. W.
.1. H. Crist and S. K. Normont,
cales of indebtedness or promisor;' from time to time be found necessary
porations, page inn, on this 24th day
United States of America,
notes and to invest any money so and convenient for the purposes of all or whom are citizens of the United of December, A. D. 1913.
State of New Mexico bb.
It is hereby certified, that the an- raised in any legal and promising tin the company's business. In general States und residents of the state of Witness my hand and seal of nllicn.
M. A. OHTIZ,
for the benefit of the com-- , to carry on any other business in con-- j New .Mexico.
nexed is a full, true and complete
!).
made by the
nection therewith, whether munufae-- j
pany.
Subject to
County Clerk. Santa Fe Co.. N M.
transcript of the Certificate of
of Security Investment inn!
To acquire any such investments Hiring or otherwise, and with all the stockholders the board of directors V. I. A LA H ), Deputy.
and from time to (Seal)
No. 7721 1, as aforesaid by original subscription, pow er and right furnished by the laws may make
Development Company
Ihe state of New Mexico under the! time, may alter, amend, or repeal any
with the endorsements thereon, as underwriting, particiyation in syndi-io- f
made by the State of Now Mexico.
same appears on file and of record In cates or otherwise and whether or not acts hereinbefore referred to.
bylaws, but any
the office of the State Corporation fully paid up, and to make payments
Acquire and undertake the good) board of directors may be altered or Utlice State Corporal ion Commission
Commission.
thereon as called for or in advance will, property, rights, franchises, eon- - repealed by the stockholders at any
Certificate of Comparison.
In testimony whereof, the Chairman! of calls or otherwise and to under- tracts and assets of every manner and animal meeting, or any special meet-kit- . United States of America.
d, and the liabilities of any person. ing provided notice of such proposed
and Clerk of said Commission have write and subscribe for the saraj con
Slate of New Mexico. ss.
hereunto set their hands and affixed ditionally or otherwise and either with firm, association or corporation, either alteration or repeal be included in the
It is hereby certified, that the an- the seal of said Commission, at the a view to investment or for re sale or wholly or in part, and pay for the notice of the meeting.
nrxed is a full, true and complete
1(1
IliO
Tliti oiiri.nmlint, r.iQjicvuU
of the Certificate of Stock-- :
City of Santa Fe, on this Fifteenth day (otherwise, and to vary the invest same in cash, stock or bonds of the
'right to amend, alter, change or re transcript
ments of the company and generally to corporation, or otherwise.
of December. A. D. 1913.
of Security
holders'
Enter into, make, perform and car-- peal any provision contained in this vestment and Development. Company;
sell, exchange or otherwise dispose
HUGH II. WILLIAMS,
Chairman. of, deal with and turn to account any ry out contracts of every kind and for certificate in the manner now or here- - (No. 7722). with the endorsements
Attest:
of the assets of the company.
any lawful purpose with any person, after prescribed by statute for the; thereon, as the same appears on tile
EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
Hiiiendmi'tit of rhe pertitlciifp of incor-- ! and of record in the office of the State
for linn, association or corporation.
to offer
To negotiate loans,
(SEAL)
poratinn.
Purchase and retire or hold and
Certificate of Incorporation of the public subscription or either aid or
Corporation Commission.
11.
In furtherance and nol in limithe shares of its capita' stock,
"Security Investment and Develop-Men- t assist in placing any investments as
In testimony whereof, the chairman
in
to
conferred
tation
of
the
aforesaid
and
by
powers
give any guarantee
both common and preferred stock, its
Company."
and clerk of said commission have
isexstatute-are
to
board
of
directors
investments
for
such
relation
the
ourselves,
any
bonds or other securities.
We, the undersigned,
hereuntno set their hands'and nlllxed
our associates and successors, have sued by or acquired by the company
Remunerate any person or corpora- pressly authorized:
the seal of said Commission, at the
to
one
hold
To
have
or
the
for
their meetings,
otherwise,
associated ourselves together
tion for services rendered, or to b
of Santa Fe, on this Fifteenth;
City
more
and
to
books
To
or
offer
the
for
for public subscription any rendered, In placing or assisting to
offices,
keep
purpose of forming a Corporation
of December. A. D. 1!H3.
day
or
or
as
the
of
de
corporation within or, except
the purposes herein stated, under and shares of stock in the capital
HUGH II. WILLIAMS.
place or guaranteeing the placing or
pursuant to the provisions of the Act bentures or other securities or, or underwriting of any of tho share tf otherwise provided by statute, with- Attest:
Chairman.
or
enotherwise to establish or promote
of the Legislature of New Mexico,
st tk of the corporation, or any hp- - out the state of New Mexico, at such
COARD. Clerk.
EDWIN
1o
time
titled: "An Act to regulate the forma- concur in establishing or promoting ""it'ires, bonds or other securities of places as may be from time
(SEAL)
tion and government of corporations any company, association, undertak- the corporation, or :n or abort the designated by them.
To determine, from time to time, Certificate of Stockholders'
for mining, manufacturing, industrial ing or public or private body.
formation or promotion of the corporaof "Security Investment and
To purchase, lease, hire or other- tion, or in the conduct of any phase whether, and, if allowed, under what
and other pursuits," approved March
Development Company."
conditions and regulations the
15th, 1903, and of Chapter 12 of the wise acquire real and personal prop- of its business.
This is to certify that the under-- !
and books of the corporation
Laws of 1887, and the Acts of said erty, improved and unimproved, inWith a view to the work! g and designed, being all of the original
legislature amendatory thereof and cluding rights of way and any right velopment of the properties of the cor- shall be open to the inspection of the
who have filed Hie certi-- l
SENORA FRAN CESCA VILLA.
supplemental thereto, do hereby cer- or franchises of every kind and de- poration, and to effectuate, directly or stockholders, and the stockholders' corporators,
ficate of incorporation of the "Security
In
to
rent,
of.
shall
are
this
and
and
sell,
as
dispose
follows,
respect
rights
scription,
tify
inndirectly, its obj.cts and purposes,
Com-- j
of Ihe American Clothing company's store at
The
beautiful
cashier
and
Investment
Development
1. The name of the corporation is lease, convey and mortgage said prop- or
any of them, Hie corporation may in be restricted or limited accordingly, pany" thereby associating themselves
Francisco Villa, rebel chief,
Mexico, who, it is reported Gein-rato
no
and
stockholder
shall
have
or
Investment
and
any
acquire,
thereof;
Developpart
any
erty
"Security
the discretion of hi; directors, (nun
Into a corporation, under and by vir-forcibly married in true bandit fashion. When Villa left Torrcon on his
ment Company."
hold, loan, manage, operate, develop, time to time, carry on any other law- right to inspect any account or book
tue of the provisions of Chapter 7! successful capture of Juarez and Chihuahua lie and his wife drove off in
ex2. The registered office of the cor- control, build, erect, maintain, for the ful business,
manufacturing or other- or document of the corporation au- of the laws of New Mexico for 1905, the grandest carriage he could obtain and a guard was seated on the box
as
or
construct,
statute
of
said
conferred
in
is
Santa
of
Fe,
company,
the
by
City
purpose
poration
wise, to any extent and in any manner cept
12 of the
Laws of beside the coachman. Those who Baw .the couple say the bride seemed rethorized by the board of directors of and of Chapter
or purchase either di- not unlawful.
New Mexico, at 239 Washington Ave.,
18S7 and those amendatory
thereof signed to her position.
stock
of
as
of
or
is
the
resolution
stockholders.
W.
Norment
and Jas.
through ownership
designated
rectly
The foregoing clauses shall be con- by
for and on
thereto
and
supplemental
bui'ti
in
in
the statutory agent therein,
any corporation, any lands,
To make, alter, amend and rescind behalf of
charge
strued both as objects and powers,
themselves, all other stockof the corporation, to fix. holders who
thereof, and upon whom process Ings, offices, stores, warehouses, mills, but on recitation, expression or decla- the
may become associated men interested to obtain at least 05 rain area covers the country eastward
housc3
be
shops, factories, plants, gas
ration shall be deemed to be exclus- determine, from time to lime and vary with them, the said corporation, do or 70.
against said corporation may
to Idaho, Utah, western Colorado and
or
electric
or plants, power houses,
served.
ive, but they are in furtherance and the amount to be reserved as working hereby declare Hint there shall be no
A good deal of work is being done northern Arizona. Temperatures are
3. The objects for which the said water power or ' rights,
machinery, not in limitation
of the general capital, to determine the times for stockholders' liability on account of on the ctiy streets now, and several
generally much higher and condirights, easements, permits, privileges, powers conferred by the laws of the tho declaration and payment and the
corporation is formed are:
the said corpora of the main avenues are being con-- tions favorable for the further adstock issued
To carry on and undertake, any franchises and licenses and to do any state of New Mexico, and it is hereby amount of each dividend on the stock, any and that all by
stockholders of saidinected with the country roads
vance of the storm, which should give
tion,
business, undertaking, transaction or and all other things which may at any expressly declared that a'l other to determine and direct the use and
corporation shall be exempt, from all
A number of watch
meetings are this section cloudy and threatening
operation that is or can be carried time be necessary or convenient. In luwful powerj not inconsistent there- disposition of any surplus or 'net liability on account of any stock
for the last day of the old weather tonight and Thursday, with
on or undertaken by individuals,, capi the judgment of the president or board with are hereby included, and that profits, and to authorize and cause sued to or held
by them, except such year, among them a house warming probably snow or rain.
talists, promoters, financiers, contrac of directors for the purpose of the said corporation has the unrestricted to he executed mortgages and liens liability for the amount
of capital cerfor the new Methodist parsonhire full and free
tors, merchants, commission men. and company. To sell, rent, lease
right to do any and all upon the real and personal property tified to have been actually paid, in party
AT
agents and in the course of such busi- or otherwise dispose of the lands, other acts, and to exereitiy nny and of Ihe corporation, provided that a property or cash, at the time of the age, to be concluded by a watch meet- BEAUTY QUEEN
EASTERN COLLEGE.
ing at the church, beginning at 11
ness to draw, accept, endorse, acquire buildings or any other property or all other powers which a coiporatlon majority of the whole board concur commencement
of business, as provid- o'clock p. in., und continuing until
and sell all or any negotiable or holdings of the company or any part or a natural person or persons could therein.
ed for and In accordance with Section 12:05 a. m. of the next
year,
transferable instruments and securi- thereof.
or might do or exercise and which
Pursuant to the affirmative vote of 23 of the said Act of 1005.
Prof. A. Ward Miller, of Chicago,
ties, including debentures, bonds, notes
To hold, purchase or otherwise now are or hereafter may be author- the holders of a majority of the stock
In Witness Whereof, the said incor- has a
and bills of exchange, book accounts, acquire, to sell, assign, transfer, mort- ized by or that, is not contrary to law. issued and outstanding at a stockholdof trained tree trimmers
have hereunto set their hands who aretroop
a bit of fine work all
4. From time to time the preferred ers' meeting duly convened, to sell, porators
subscription accounts and merchants' gage, pledge or otherwise dispose of
doing
on this 15th day of Decemover the city to the great improvi
bills; to issue on commission, sub- shares of the capital stock and bonds stock and common stock may be In- assign, transfer or otherwise dispose and seals
scribe for, acquire, hold, sell, ex- debentures or other evidences of In- creased as shall be determined by the of the property, including the fran ber, A. D. l!)i:j.
ment of our trees.
.IAS. W. NORMENT
(Seal)
change and deal in shares, stocks, debtedness created by other corpora- board of directors and as may be per- chises of the corporation as an enS. K. NO I? MENT,
(Seal)
of
or
securities
the
any tion or corporations, and while
bonds, obligations
mitted by law. The holders of pre tirety, provided always that a majority
.1.
II. CRIST,
(Seal)
public or private corporation, govern- holder thereof to exercise all of the ferred slock shall bo entitled to re- of the w hole board concur therein.
.1. IT. VAUGHN
(Seall
ment or municipality, and the com- rights and privileges of ownership ceive only, and as declared from the
To appoint additional officers of the
LEO HERSCII
(Seal)
pany shall have express power to hold, therein including the right to vote surplus or net profits of the corpora- corporation, including one or more
The range of temperature
State of New Mexico,
was from 14 to 34: the average
purchase or otherwise acquire, to sell, thereon.
tion, dividends at the rate of not in vice presidents, one or more assistant
of Sanla Fe,
County
or
assign, transfer, mortgage, pledge
relative humidity was 08 per cent. It
To make, own and furnish for sale excess of eight per centum per an- treasurers and one or more assistant
me
the
Before
author
undersigned
otherwise dispose of shares of the correct and perfect abstracts of all num, payable quarterly,
was a partly cloudy day with a mean
secretaries; and to the extent pro
in and for said state and county
or on dates to be fixed by the by- vided in the bylaws, the persons so ity
capital stock, bonds, . debentures or real estate segregated from the public
temperature of 24 degrees or 5 be-.las.
W.
personally
Norment,
appeared
other evidences of indebtedness domain within the state of New Mex- laws, as may be agreed upon. The appointed shall have and may exer- S.
low the average.
.1.
K.
H.
H.
J.
Norment,
Crist,
created by any other corporation or ico so far as the same have been or dividends on the preferred stock shall cise all of the powers of the presiThe mercury stood at Ihe skiddo
and Leo Hersch, lo me per-- !
corporations of this or any other state shall be placed of record in the pub- be cumulative and shall be payable dent, of the treasurer and of the sec- Vaughn kuo-wfigure of 23 at 6 a. m. today. In other
to
tie
ih
div
actually
was As follows:
and while the owner of such stock lic records of said state and to" guaran- before any dividends on the common retary respectively, provided, how- scribed in
and who executed (he fore-.- ' cities it
Amarillo, 22: llisniarck, Hi; Hoise,
may exercise all the rights, powers tee the title of any such real estate stock shall be paid or set apart so ever, that allvice presidents shall be
instrument
and
going
duly
severally
and privileges of ownership, includ- under proper, sufficient and legal pro- that, if in any year dividends amount- chosen from the directors.
36; Cheyenne, IS; Dodge City, 20;
acknowledged that they, and each of
20: Flagstaff, 3D; Grand Juncing to not in excess of eight per centing the right to vote thereon; to form, visions therefor.
fly resolution passed by a majority them, executed the same as their free
tion, 12; Helena, 20; Kansas City, 2ti;
promote and assist, financially or
To buy, sell negotiate, exchange, um shall not have been paid thereon, vote of the whole board, under suit- act and deed.
to deLander, 4; Los Angeles, 54; Modena
otherwise, companies, syndicates, part- pledge, trade and deal in and with as agreed, the deficiency shall be
able provisions of the
In witness
have hereunto 2;
Oklahoma, 32; Phoenix, 4i; Porbefore any dividends shall be signate two or more of their number set my hand whereof,
nerships and associations of all kinds, shares, stocks, debentures,
script,
affixed
official
and
my
and to give any guarantee in connec- bonds and securities of any govern paid upon or set apart for the com- to constitute an executive committee, seal Ihe
tland, 40; Pueblo, 6; Rapid City, 18;
and
the
first
above!
day
year
tion therewith or otherwise for the ment, state county or municipality, mon stock. Whenever all cumulated which committee shall for the time
jRoseburg, 46; Roswell, 38; Salt Lake,
written.
2b; San Francisco, of.; Spokane, 32;
payment of money or for the perform- or public or private corporation or dividends on the preferred stock for being, as provided in said resolution
CLARENCE
L.
HOWLDS.
ance of any obligation or undertaking; any corporate body; to trade and don! all previous years shall have been de- or in Ihe
Tonopah. 32; Williston, 16;
have and exercise (Seal)
Public
Notary
32.
guarantee the payment of the debt or in and with real estate, mines, metal?, clared and shall have become payable, any or all powers of the board of di- My commission
1014.
Dec.
1,
expires
Local Data.
interest, or any bonds, securities or minerals, oil, water rights and irriga- and the accrued quarterly or other in- rectors, which may be lawfully deleENDORSED:
temperature this date last
evidences of indebtedness of any other tion projects, grain, produce or other stallments for the current year shall gated In the management of the busiHighest
7722.
No.
year, 3!); lowest, 22. Extreme this
corporation and secure the same by commodities. To invest in any or have been declared, and the company ness and affairs of the corporation,
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. (i.
Certi243,
flnfo. 41 venrti
highest. 55 in
mortgage or deed of trust of its prop- either of the foregoing and from time shall have paid such accumulated and shall have power to authorize ficate of Stockholders' Page
of
erty and franchise; to acquire, im- to time to change the investments of dividends for previous years, and such the seal of the corporation to be af- Security Investment and Develop- li)0!). )0West, 3 in 1880.
Forecast.
prove, manage, work, develop, exercise the company; to mortgage, pledge, accrued installments, or shall have fixed to all papers which may require ment Company.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Cloudy
all rights in respect of rent, lease, or otherwise change all or any part set aside from its surplus or net it.
Filed in office of Stato Corporation
mortgage, sell, dispose of, turn to of the investments of the company or profits a sum sufficient for the payThe board of directors and the exe Commission of New Mexico, Dec. 15, tonight and Thursday, with probably
snow or rain; slightly warmer tonight, j
account and otherwise deal with prop- its property and rights; to make ad- ment thereof, the board of directors cutive committee shall, except as
1013; 3:10 p. m.
For New Mexico:
Tonight and j
have
erty of all kinds, and in particular vances on, sell or dispose of any prop may declare dividends on the common otherwise
law,
by
provided
EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
cloudy, probably
generally
business and financial concerns and erty or Investments; to act as agent, stock payable then or thereafter out power to act in the following manner,
Thursday
Compared EDC to J.TO.
snow in north portion; warmer ex-- i
undertakings; to act as fiscal agent fuctor or broker for any or either of of any remaining surplus or net viz: A resolution in writing, signeu State of New Mexico.
treme northeast portion tonight.
or otherwise for persons, firms and the corporate purposes above men- profits.
as affirmatively approved by all of the
County of Santa Fe. ss.
The barometer has fallen rapidly
In the event of any liquidation or members of the board of directors or
corporations.
tioned.
I
that
Instruthis
hereby
certify
To buy or otherwise acquire, to
(whether by all the members of the executive ment was filed for record on the 23rd over the north Pacific since Tuesday j
To carry on the business of electric- dissolution or winding up
morning, and a well developed storm
hold, own, mortgage, pledge, sell, as ians, electrical engineers, and dealers voluntary or involuntary) of the cor- or other committee and thereafter
of December, A. D., 1013, at 11 area now
Miss Maude Olive Minahan of New
appears off the Oregon
motive poration the holders of the preferred with original or with duplicate signa- day
and electric,
sign and transfer or otherwise dispose In electricity
a. m., and was duly recorded coast. Heavy rains have occurred York City, who has been elected by
o'clock
of and to invest, trade in and deal power, lighting and heating; to t ianu-- j stock shall be entitled to be paid in tures inserted in the recorded min in Book No.
2, of the Records of Cor- from
southward to cen- the students of Wellesley college as
In any goods, wares and merchandise, facture,
buy, sell, import, export aim full both the par amount of their utes and properly dated shall be deem- porations, page 108, on this 21th day tral Washingtonand this
morning the the most beautiful girl at the college.
California,
and real and personal property of ev generally deal in electrical machinery shares and the unpaid dividends ac- ed to be action by such board or com- of
December, A. D. 1013.
erv class and description, including of all classes and descriptions, also crued thereon, before any amount mittee, as the case may be to the exWitness my hand and seal of office
patents and patent rights, inventions to produce, accumulate, distribute for shall be paid to the holders of the tent therein expressed, with the same
M. A. ORTIZ,
or other improvements, trade marks, hire electricity and electric motive common stock; and after the payment force and effect as if the same had
County Clerk, Santa Fe Co., N. M
use
in
as
LATEST
corporaor
same
shares
to
the
holders
the
of the preferred stock been duly passed by the same vote at V. I.
rights
options,
force, and to supply
ALAR1D, Deputv.
tions, real property of any description, for power for lighting, heating and of its par value and the unpaid ac- a regularly convened meeting.
(SEAL)
including mines and also bonds, mort- motive purposes; to carry on the busi- crued dividends thereon, the remainSubject to the foregoing provisions
gages, securities of any kind or de- ness of lighting streets, towns, vil- ing assets and funds may be divided the
may prescribe the numbet
scription, or other evidence of indeb- lages, cities, buildings public or and paid to the holders of the com- of directors to constitute a quorum WERE IMPRESSED
tedness or investments or investment private by means of electricity and mon stock according to their respec- at their meeting, nnd such number
WITH DEWING
securities of any kind whatsoever; to to supply lighting and heating power tive shares.
may be less than a majority of the
act as agent for the sale or purchase to carriers of passengers and goods
The holders of the preferred stocks whole number.
of any of the same or for any other either by land or water; to construct, shall not be entitled to any voting
In Witness Whereof, we have hereDenting, N. M., Dec. 31. Detning
AT FIVE
purpose connected with any of the build, purchase, lease or otherwise powers In the corporation. The pre- unto set our hands and seals this 15th was favored with a visit Saturday and
w COMlN' KOrAE
to
pro- acquire, maintain, equip, operate and ferred stock shall be Btibject to resaid above described powers;
1013.
A.
D.
from
T.
A.
of
Mrs.
and
December,
Sunday
Haynes
day
mote corporate enterprises
of any build street railways, interurban rail- demption at the option of the corporaJAS. W. NORMENT (Seal) Haynes, of Cape May, N. J., who are
kind, including industrial enterprise, ways, street cars and other passenger tion at auy time after two years from
S. K. NORMENT
(Seal) touring the southern states in their
mines, real estate companies, abstract or freight vehicles operated by elec- the issuance of said preferred stock,
J. H. CRIST
(Seal) Buick 37. Mr. Haynes, who as at
.T. H. VAUGHN
companies and all business or enter- tricity or otherwise. To manufacture, at par value thereof and the amount
(Seal) the head of the commercial body of
prises of any character and to own, use, purchase, lease or otherwise of dividends cumulated and unpaid
LEO HERSCH
(Seal) his native city, and who has been conoperate or finance the same and to aid acquire and maintain telephones and thereon at the date of redemption.
State of New Mexico,
nected with commercial organizations
in any manner any corporation or en- all kinds of electrical devices;
to
5. The corporation
is hereby au-- !
in the east a good many years is thor
County of Santa Fe.
thorized to issue its capital stock to
terprise in which the company is oi construct, operate, and maintain,
authorBefore me the undersigned
Impressed with the manner in
may be interested; to endorse, under- chase, lease or otherwise acquire sub the extent of Two Hundred and Fifty ity in and for said state and county oughly
which the southwest is forging to the
write or guarantee stock, securities or ways,, conduits, electric light'ng and Thousand Dollars
W.
of
Norment. front. He likes to go into a city and
($250,000.00)
personally appeared Jas.
Undertaking of any corporation or cor- heating plants. To lay, construct and which amount One Hundred and Fifty S. K. Norment, J. H. Crist, .1. H. have
every resident, speak of their
all
and
wires
and
lines
porations.
cable
maintain
Thousand Dollars ($150,000) may be Vaughn, and Leo Herscn, to me
town a8 the only one on Jhe
To raise money by the issue of other necessary appurtenances
and specially designated, sold and held as
desonally known to be the persons
as tnat sp)rlt of progreB8 anu
shares, Interest bearing certificates 'if appliances; to manufacture, generate, Preferred Stock, divided Into twenty-fiv- scribed in and who executed the fore- map
community intrest are sure to win.
or store .transmit and distribute electric
Indebtedness, promisory
thousand shares (25,000) of the going instrument and severally duly
J. D. Tant, of Alamogordo, is spendotherwise and to invest the money so current for heating, lighting, power par value of Ten Dollars ($10) each.
acknowledged that they, and each of ing a few days in the valley getting
raised In the purchase of or otherwise or other uses.
The common and preferred stock hav- them, executed the same as their
Ben W. Sturgess, of Roy, N. M., is
to acquire and hold any of tin? investTo carry on a general dredging, cor- ing the same designated face or par free act and deed.
his old i'lieud C. L. Baker,
visiting
ments following, that is to say,, any tract and engineering business in nil value, and aggregating a total of
In Witness Whereof, I have hereof the Deming Chamber of
Stocks, bonds, debentures, shares, other branches, also to design, con- twenty-fivthousand (25,000) shares. unto set my hand and affixed my offi- pointers
Commerce and our progressive farm6.
script, or securities issued or having struct, enlarge, extend repair, comThe capital stock with which cial seal the day and year first above ers as to
the best methods of making
any guarantee by any government, plete, take down or remove or other- the corporation will commence busi- written,
the land around his home city a paymunicipality, trust, local authority or wise engage in any work upon bridges ness is subscribed by the IncorporaCLARENCE L. BOWLDS.
proposition for investors.
other body incorporated or unincor- piers, foundations, mines and shafts, tors thereof as follows,
Notary Public. ingEdwin
(Seal)
M. St. John, of Rockford, 111.,
porated, public or private of the tunnels, walls, waterworks, reservoirs,
Jas. W. Norment, Santa Fe, N. M., My commission expires Dec. 1, 1914.
a special attorney for A. u. Spalding,
United States or any other country, dams, pipe lines, flumes, buildings, 2496 shares.
ENDORSED: No. 7721
of the Rio Mimbres Irrigation comstate or territory under the protection telegraph and telephone lines, canals
S. K. Norment, Santa Fe, X. M. 1
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6. Page 243. Certifiis spending a few days in the
of the United States, or any stock, and all kinds of excavations and iron, share.
cate of Incorporation of Security In- pany,
bonds, debentures, shares, script or wood, masonry and earth construction
J. H. Crist. Santa Fe, N. M.t 1 vestment and Development Company. valley, and is very much impressed
Mr.
securities or having any guarantee by and to make, execute, take and re- share.
Filed In office of State Corporation with the possibilities. He says
any corporation or company incorpora- ceive any contracts or assignments of
J. H Vaughn, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Commission of New Mexico, Dec. 15, Spalding is as enthusiastic as ever
over the development of this valley.
ted, public or private of the United contracts therefor or relating thereto share.
1913; 3:10 p. m.
The interest in the national guard
States, or any stocks, bonds deben- or connected therewith.
Leo Hersch, Santa Fe, N. M
EDWIN P. COARD, Clerk.
tures, shares, script or securities isfor Deming Is still growing and new
To conduct its business and have share.
EDC to JJO.
Compared
sued or having any guarantee by any one or more offices and unlimited!' and
names are being obtained every day,
7. The life or duration of said cor- State of New Mexico,
corporation or company incorporated, without restraint to hold, purchase, poration shall be fifty (50) years.
although regulations require only 56
of Santa Pe. ss.
County
constituted or carrying on business in lease, mortgage and convey real prop- 8. The number of directors
who
I hereby certify that this instru- - names, It is the purpose of the young
Nor-nien-
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SPORTiNG NEWS
"RUBE"

WADDELL, GREATEST

LEFT-HANDE-

BASEBALL

R

PEOPLE HAPPY AND REFUSED TO GROW UP.
who know him best say ho will greet
a grin and a joke.
Waddell went from one team to another between 1S97 and 1900, but in
1901 'found" himself and became a
mighty factor for Jim Hart's Chicago
team. The day Waddell and Mathew-sofought their duel, which the
"Hube" won, he was a Chicago hero.
Waddell loved the lights. He liked
to don a bartender's apron and serve
drinks to a crowd. Once, having
wandered upon the stage of a theatre where an animal act was on, he
fooled with a lion until the beast
clawed his arm, whereupon Waddell
repaired to a police station and,
w hile his wounds were being dressed,
unraveled a tale of beink held up and
stabbed by highwaymen, whom he had
bested, this story being intended to
keep Mart from fining him next day.
Connie Mack handled Waddell belter than anyone else. Mack's way
was to make him believe the other
fellows regarded him as easy, whereupon "Rube" would shoot them across
so fast they looked like marbles.
While with the Athletics Waddell
r
pitched the first game of a
winning after 14 innings, and
then refused to leave the box, winning
a nine inning game. He won a
contest from Boston, against Cy
game from
Young, and a
Bill. Dlnneen. He offered to pitch a
series against the White
Sox; and won the first two games, but
was' knocked out of the box in the

the reaper with

TraSSBCTjPByP

'

Waddell tried football at ButlerPa.,
and when he walked upon the field
with a keg of nails balanced on each
hand, (lie opposing team left the field.
In the winter of 1903-4- ,
Waddell
starred in "The Stain of Guilt." His
act consisted of foiling the villains,
but he put so much realism into his
acting that new villains were necessary every week or so.
Many of the tales told of Waddell
were exaggerated.
He left a delightful memory, free from strings. A physical marvel, with few equals as a
or a pitcher, irrespressable and
devil may care, he sowed fun broadcast. He was everyone's friend an3
his own worst enemy, and the world
is better because "Rube" Waddell
lived on it.

the
Of all the baseball character
Edward
was
George
("Kube") Waddell, of St. Mary's E1K
county, Pennsylvania, the Billiken and
Peter Pan of the game.
Waddell was a mine of fun for a
sporting page humorist; a horrible
example for the temperance lecturer;
a joy to the fans; a terror to batters,
and a nightmare to the managers who
had him.
A boy who never grew up, the gigantic Waddell was baseball's Peter
Pan. At one time he was almost a

national figure because of his eccentricities.
Haseball was more joyous because
He was a jester, but his
of him.
comedy never harmed anyone and he
was never vulgar. He was a
He drove away
extraordinary.
gloom like the sun dispersing a fog.
Millions
He made everybody happy.
smiled at his antics. He was the billiken of the game.
Now Waddell, victim of tuberculosis, is paying the price of his years of
and revelry, but those

WHO WILL BE THE
PITCHING FIND

and "Reb" Russell, of Chicago. There Griffith took hold of him, being discovwere some good ones besides this pair, ered by a Washington newspaper man
of course, but none of the other young- in Richmond, Va., where he played
sters was quite up to the standard of with the Battle Ax club, a
these young men,
aggregation. When Griff
In 1912 Jean Dubuc, of the Tigers, flrst grabbed lilin Joseph had all t lie
wildness
usually accompanying siniswas distinctly "the" find of the season,
his good work helping the Tigers, who ter pitching talent, but the Nationals
otherwise were wabbly, to maintain a took hold of him and tamed him so
semblance of strength. The stocky thoroughly that control was his strong
French-Canadia- n
had a fine winning point last season.
Husseii came to the White Sox from
percentage in spite of losing Bonn?
tough luck games through his tenden- Texas, where his baseball experience
With the Fort
cy to blow up in the ninth, inning. had been very limited.
He piled up a comfortable string of Worth club, of the Texas league, he
did not achieve any particular distinc
consecutive victories in
out
only to have it broken by the Yankees tion,' but he certainly blossomed
who happened to catch Detroit when when he struck big league society.
He has the nerve of a porch climbJennings' club was going particularly
as a foundation for his success,
er
badly.
It was a curious coincidence that harboring the conviction that no batboth of the hurling finds of 1913 are ter living has any right to face him.
who estab- The first time he faced Ty Cobb, Joe
lefthanders. Boehliug,
lished a season's league record for Jackson and Eddie Collins he didn't
winning games in succession, had no even know who those great hitters
be- experience when Clark were, nor did lie seem to care upon

quaintest

r

night-hawkin-

IN 1914 GAMES
(By E. A. Batchelor.)

Who will be the pitching

of

find

1914?

i
j

Just about eight American league
managers would like to know th
answer to this question and each
hopes to discover that the man who
is to wear the title draws salary at
pay window.
his own particular
There is almost certain to be one
find for they have been bobbing up
regularly for several seasons and
reamong the unusually large crop of
cruits who will be tried out next spring
there surely should be some jewel.
The year 1!U3 produced two hurlers
in the Johnsonian league who would
merit the title "find." These men
were Joe Boehliug, of Washington, professional

BOMBARDER WAS KNOCKED OUT IN A ROUND.

--

-

11915.

Dec. 31. Miguel Covarru-biasof Mexico to Russia.,
and now confidential apeiit In London
of the Mexican constitutionalists, today issued a Warning against the proposed Bclieme for the payment of interest on the Mexican National rail-

MINE FOR

TO SEARCH

FUGITIVE MOUNTAINEERS.
Pineville, Ky, Dec. 31. Adjutant
General Ellis received word this
morning from Governor McCreery to
spend no more time in the siege in
attempting to capture "Happy Jack"
Hendrickson and his clan of mountaineers who are hiding in the mine
between here and Elys. The adjutant general was ordered this morning to take men and enter the mine.
He prepared to act accordingly some
time this afternoon. Twenty searchlights have been obtained and these
will be used by as many men, while
twenty other men will follow heavily
armed..

beamine certain correspondence
tween Mr. Pindell and Representative
of
Stone, said to bear on activities
postmasters in Illinois. Letters have
been sent to Mr. Pindell urging him
to lay the correspondence before tli9
committee.

CANADA TO STAMP
OUT POTATO

;

,
ways.
"The transaction will not be recognized by the constitutionalist government of Mexico," Senor Covarrubias
said. "Therefore the securities of
fered in lieu of cash .will never be negotiable."
Civil War In Guaymas.
Hermosillo, Dec. 31. The federals
of tne Guaymas garrison begau ii.ct-intoday among themselves, according to a report sent to military headquarters here by General Alvardo in
charge of the insurgent outpost above

DISEASE

Ottawa, Out., Dec. 31. The Canadian government has decided to take
drastic measures to stamp out the
potato disease in the raaritine provinces and to this end Prof. John
Adams, of the Royal
College of
Science, Dublin, is to have charge of
the investigation of the subject.
A
conference of experts will, be beld in
the near future at Woodstock. N. 11,
in view of the Washington
embargo
against Canadian Potatoes.

-

-

DIE IN NEW
YORK TENEMENT

EIGHT

LONG
TO INVESTIGATE
ISLAND POISONING.
Ainityville, L. I., Dec. 31. Heroic

treatment was being administered this
afternoon to Mrs. Charles Wingate,
of General Geo. W.
daughter inl-aWingate, chief counsel for the Long
Island railroad, in an effort to save
her life from the effects of a slow
poison which she took last night.
General Wingate said hi" was sure
the poison had been taken by mistake
but the case was nevertheless referred
to the disrtict attorney's oftice for investigation.

FIRE

New York, Dec. 31. Eight persons,
five men and three women, were killed in a tenement house fire at 96
Monroe street, in the crowded east

side district today. Fifteen persons
were injured, four seriously, by jumping from fire escapes.
The fire started on the ground floor,
cutting off escape by the stairway.
It is supposed to have been of incendiary origin.
New

Mexican

Want
Try It.

Vine results.

LIZA IS AGAIN
IN PARIS.
ON EXHIBITION
Paris, Dec. 31. The return today of
Da Vinci's Mona Liza, to Paris, after
an absence of two years and four

Ads.

always

MONA

Lnruwrmju iru tru,

months was made a ceremonious occasion by the French
government.
from
The picture, after traveling
Florence to Rome and thence to Milan
under careful guardianship was committed to the care of the representative of the French government, Henry
Marcel, conservator of the French national museums, who arrived here, with
a staff of assistants this afternoon In
a private compartment of the express
train from Italy.

A

Happy,

Healthful

REPUBLICANS BUCK AT

NewYear,

PINDELL
CONFIRMING
Washington, Dec. 31. Republicans
of the senate foreign relations committee have made it known that they
will not agree to final action on the
appointment of Henry M. Pindell,- - of
Peoria, 111., as ambassador to Russia,
until they have an opportunity to ex
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Bombardier Wells, English heavyCarpentier,
weight, met Georges
French champion, at the National
Sporting club, London, December 8.
and was knocked out lor the second
time by the marvelous French boy in
less than one round. The photograph
Bhows Carpentier assisting Wells to
his feet with the referee bending over
him and Wells' seconds climbing
through the ropes.

v.

(Continued From Page One.)
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INDIANS

1

HE MADE

AND PETER PAN OF THE GAME;

WAS THE BILLIKIN

prosecution of those who have emtheir funds."
Mr. Sells expressed interest in the
proposed Indian pageant in Denver in

THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC AMONG

mem, the government continues limited authority by reason of provisions
of treaties or agreements, or through
ing informed that they made a special
special acts of congress. This servambi-of
and
young
ty
massacring
ices commenced in 1907 with an approtious hurlers. In addition to his oth- priation of $25,000; since that time the
er accomplishments, he proved him- beneficial effect of this work has beself an "iron man," taking the place come so apparent that $100,000 was
that Walsh formerly held as the every appropriated for the last fiscal year.
day worker for Callahan.
"The liquor evil is recognized as
It is entirely possible that the Tig- - one of the greatest confronting the Inera will be lucky enough to grab off dian
today, not only because of its dethe 1914 find, in which case they ought moralizing influence, but for the furin
to be seen
the first division, provid ther and very important reason that
ing the older pitchers do not slump. it makes him dn easy 'jirey to the un
One youngster as good as Boehlins or
scrupulous. There art' many instanRussell would be a mighty big help to ces where, w hen' under the influence ol
Jennings, especially if he could work) liquor, the Indian has been induced to
often. There certainly is no lack of ronvey his property without considerquantity on the Detroit hurling, staff ation. My coiptug to Denver for this
and if the kids can only produce some inference is that we nay more per-- '
real quality, local fans will have jnany
.ectly organize and systematize this
causes to rejoice before next fall.
work, for it is my firm purpose, with
lh use of good judgment, to aggresBOB FITZSIMMON CANNOT
sively undertake to carry out in good
RING IN NEW YORK.
our treaty relationships in this
New York, Dec. 31. That Bob Fitz- - respect, and so effectively use the
Simmons, once heavyweight champion f inds appropriated by congress as to
the prize
of the world, cannot
sure the best results obtainable. It
with the
ring in New York, was the decision if iiiy desire to
I am
formerly reached yesterday by the stale and local authorities.
New York State Athletic commission. sure that the evil resultB of the liquor
I'Fitzsimnions said he was "feeling tralfic among the Indians is a matter
stronger" than ever, but the commis of grave concern to the white citizens
sion held that he no longer possessed of the country, both for the reason
the stamina to stand a fast bout. Fltz-- that they are properly interested in
Simmons
recently challenged any the uplift of the red men, and for the
member of the white hope class to further reason that the impoverishment of the Indian means that he will
bout.
'engage him in a
ultimately become a charge upon the
taxpayers of the several states."
FEDERAL ROUT IS
Mr. Sells stated that he will leave
PREDICTED BY OJINAGA
tomorrow for Muskogee where he has
arranged a conference with tribal at(Continued From Page One.)
torneys, probate attorneys, field clerks
ences were expected to be held today. and county judges to consider probate
preliminary to the anticipated opera matters affecting the minors of the
five civilized tribes. Of conditions aftions against Guaymas.
fecting the Indians in Oklahoma he
Agree on Ransom.
Chihuahua, Mux.. Dec. 31. Two said:
hundred and fifty thousand dollars goH
"I have recently discovered that it
has been agreed upon by General costs about 3 per cent to settle a
Villa, as the ransom he will accept fo: white child's estate and that it costs
'
Hip rplpiiup nf I.niH TopraMo tirn
more than 30 per cent to settle the
the rich Mexican land owner, who hs:s estate of an Indian boy or girl. It is
been imprisoned here for five weeks my determined intention to reform
on the charge that he had supported this indefensible practice.
To this
Huerta.
end I have recently appointed a numThe money is to be paid by Luis ber of probate attorneys who will give
Terrazas, Sr., who has been negoti
their whole time to this work. I am
at El Paso for the release of his now submitting a number of cases to
son. The prisoner is to be brought to the grand juries in Oklahoma looking
the border, under safe conduct. The towards the indictment and criminal
women members of the Terrazas family already have gone to the border.
When the federal army evacuated
Chihuahua, Terrazas, Sr., went with
them but the son remained behind to
look after the estate. He was arrested
by Villa, on the entrance of the rebels.
General Choa, a rebel chief, is to be.
come governor of Chihuahua state as
for
as
Villa
his
leaves
soon
General
campaign southward.
Mercado Denounced.
Vera Cruz, Dec. 31 The United
States gunboat Dolphin from Santiago,
WITT
f
Cuba, arrived here this morning, as
did also the British' vessel Alabama,
which brought stxty'Tefugees. mostly
Spaniards from Chihuahua. The refudays on the way
gees were thirty-four- ,
to the coast, Many, of them bitterly
denounced the federal general Merca-dfor abandoning Chihuahua.
Warned Against Move.

EVER KNEW,

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

It. was said that late this morning
a heavy fire was heard from the outskirts of the California gulf city and
there had been no insurgent attack
nor any insurgent forces within range
of the federal position.
Desertions to the constitutionalist
side have been occurring for several
days.

SUIT IS
THREATENED BY FEDERALS.
Indianapolis, lnd., Dec. 31 That
organized baseball will be attacked
as a trust under the Sherman anti
trust law and as maintaining a blacklist, in case any injunctions are sought
to restrain players under the reserve
clause from playing with the Federal
league, was indicated by a statement
yesterday by Edwin E. Gates of this
city, counsel for the Federal league.
"Any baseball club that attempts to
obtain an injunction," said Mr. Gates,
"to restrain a player from playing
in the Federal league, must come into court with clean hands.
commission, if it
"The National
goes into court, will immediately be
confronted with two very serious
propositions, namely, is the commiS'
sion a trust within the meaning of the
Sherman anti trust act, and is not, iu
fact, a blacklist maintained?"
Mr. Gates declared the Federal
league has been consistent in Its policy not to enter into negotiations with
a player who has signed a contract to
play the season of 1914 with any of
its rival clubs in either of the National, American or any of the minor
leagues.
"We maintain, however," said Mr.
Gates, "that the reserve clause is Illegal and not binding upon players,
lacks mutuality and is against public
policy."
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For quick results, a
little "WANT."
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filing system?, good
typewriters, good paper
and careful stenographers,
but many arc unaware of
the need for good carbon
paper of the troubles
poor copies may later
bring.
lie fortified against any
possible disadvantage occurring from the use of
wrong material. Take
advantage of the example
set by thousands of progressive business houses
and look into

CARBON

PAPER

and distinct The inks (black, blue,
The copies made are clean,
handle and
purple, green and red) do not rub or blur. Ml'LTiKopv is clean to
Made in six varieties: The following list names the varieties
wonderfully long-liveand gives manifulding power of each :
HARD FINISH

REGULAR FINISH

MulliKopr,

9fi

20; Medium,; Billing, 6

MuhiKopy.

LtWt.

16; Medium, 6; Biffin.

Write for Free Sample Sheet
f

4

urp ft for 100 lettrrs. Mention your name, firm's name (or school) and
dealer's nauii- in writing for sample.

Star BrsSid Typewriter Ribbons

"KSJJi

TJE

"e" without cloecioK the type so as to show on the paper.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., AGENTS,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

New Mexican Want Ads. always
jring results, Try it

15

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1913.

31,

unlay from AlbticUtrUf! where
AND CRAFTS !
'spent the piibt ten days. On Feb. uth
FOR EDITH HAMPEL ; Mr. anil Mrs. Kssingr expect to
ARTISTIC XMAS GIFTS
leave for Chicago for a visit with their
.Mrs. ('has. .1. Uurges.
Th Misses Auita and Kamcma llaca duiisht.-Hammered Brass Electric Reading
were hosieses last evening in their
lLamps, Hand Wrought Silver
Desk Sets in Hammered Brass
heme on Washington avenue at an old
fashioned taffy pull and shower given
jand Copper, Letter Racks, Paper Cutin honor of Miss Edith Hampel, who
ters, Rocker Blotters, Hammered Cal- ndal"8. Tie Racks, Wisk Broom Hold
is to become a bride on January 14th
WE SHOW ALL SIZES AND ALL
next. U was oiiginuily Intended to THE GOOD
IN BOYS' ers' Etched Match Holders, Hammered
STYLES
be a shower by the girls of the young- - SWEATERS; WE HAVE A VARIETY jCopper and Brass Bowls and Trays,
er set, but at i)::io the Baca home was JUST ARRIVED
BIG Belt Pins' Bar Pin8' Ha Pins' Candle
THE
AT
'Sticks. Special orders made on short
stormed by over a dozen of Santa Fe's "5TORF N SALMON
young men, friends of the partici- Chocolates in attractive notice.
pants, and the floors were cleared and Xnias boxes. Get them at Zook's.
:an old fashioned dance was indulged
Legal Holiday Tomorrow, January
in. After dancing to their lieansil, is a legal holiday in all slates ex125 Palace Avenue.
:
content and enjoying the ;;iaffy-pu..
jc
'.jcept Kansas and Massachusetts.
light refreshments were sefved and a
Chef Harada, of the He Vargas hotel,
Vonr'i ;'F IT COMES FROM HERE, WE BUY
vprv nlesnnt evpninir .vena wnnml nn to ihuu nrvnunil n uiulul
'.he strains of "llomw Sweet .Home."
menn which will be served for fifty OUR TRUNKS FROM THE BEST
MANUFACTURERS WE KNOW ANY
"
rrn
CCiliS.
AND THEY ARE
New Year's Greetings are extended THING ABOUT
the patrons of 11. S. Kaune & Co., and BUILT ON HONOR. WE CAN SHOW
YOU ANY SORT OF A TRUNK YOU
you should read their pledge for the
DESIRE AT THE BIG STORE. N.
coming year, in another column.
SOCIAL CALENDAR.
(jnagey & Ervien for the Edison SALMON.
uecemcer.
Dinner at Executive Mansion- - fiov- .Mazda lamp. Hie only reliable lamp
icrnor and .Mrs. McDonald will n'vi' u
Wednesday, Dec. 31. New Year's on the market. Why? Thos. A.
l.
Eve Dance ai He Vargas hotel, (be-- son. 'miff said.
dinner at 7 o'clock tonight in lienor
and her
jgins 9:30 p m.)
MADE AT of .Miss Helen
THE BEST CLOTHES
Mr. Kmory M. Marshall. Covers
January.
REASONABLE
PRICES IS WHAT
1
and
Governor
Thursday, Jan.
EXPECT TO are laid for twenty, and the place
YOU MAY ALWAYS
llrs. McDonald will receive from 2 to FIND HERE. THE HUB, N. SAL- cards will be decorated with
5 p. m. Xew Year's nay at the Execuroses. Baskets of pink roues
MON.
tive Mansion.
Modern will adorn iho table. Tile guests are:
The
and
Healthful
Happy
Mr.
Thursday, Jan. 1. Fellowship class
in their new Mr. and Mrs. YV. H. .Miirsliall,
will hold banquet at night at the Mon- jCiroeery greets you today
with "Chunks" of prosperity, etc.: Mid Mrs. A. H. Marshall, Miss Hotuiie
jail
tezuma hotel.
.V!,rshall, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ja.wie,
See notice in another column.
Thursday, Jan. 1 Ball at Armory
Start the New Year with Sunbeam Air. Emory Marshall, Miss Ki.leen
for First Kegiment Band.
and Lawrence I.ee, of Albu- Mazda lamps and beat the light
V. .f. Barker and Ceor,t '
Friday, January 2. Dance at the
out of two thirds of your electric (iueriue:
Pat-Elks home. (Sp. m.)
bills for 1!)!4. Sparks Klectric Kmory Moore, of Santa Fe; Mr.
light
Winltrod
Miss
rick, of Denver:
Friday, Jan. 9 Violin recital by Company. Open evenings.
Mr?. N.
Prof.
I,. Tello, Scottish Rite CatheOn Rchuler. of Raton: .Imlfie and
Services Thursday
Special
11. I.iiiitihlin.
dral.
Miss Helen l.aimhlin an-1911.
iThe
1st,
January
(Thursday,
M'ss Until l.aui;lilin.
Friday, January 9. The play "Mutt Circumcision
there will be a cele-- i
and Jeff" at the Elks theater.
'
Miration of the Holy Communion at
Tuesday, Jan 20 A "Beriot" violin a. m. at the Episcopal church,
MOVE TO QUASH
recital by Prof. I. h. Tello, Scottish
FEDERAL INDICTMENTS.
Masses at Cathedral On tomorrow,
Rite Cathedral.
Lew Year's day the masses, at the; Kansns City, Mo., Dec. ;!1. A motfie
30
1fi14
of
Third
Friday, Jan,
will be ns tion l.o quash indictments returned
violin recitals by Prof. I. L. Tello. (Cathedral of St. Francis
(follows: First mass at 7 a. in.; second recently by the federal grand jury
Scottish Rite Cathedral.
;iiiass, la solemn hih mass) at !):3n cliai'sing several olllcinls and aneiiir-om. followed by benediction.
tile Florida Fruit Lands company
ja
11.
J.
'
MeHughes is here from
Music Lessons Prof. i. h. TVllo, with misuse of Hie, mails was filed in
in
he
who has studied
Merlin, w'il
the federal district court here thli
William Mcintosh the well known ,i(,aso(j t0 gve lessons in vio'in, vio- afternoon
by Herbert S. Hartley, formrancher of Mcintosh, is at the Monte lincello and piano. Terms or applicaerly governor of Missouri, representzunia.
tion. Phone 255 W., residence of ing some of the. persons indicted.
Sir. and Mrs. E. V. Brewer, of Trini- Frank Plomteaux, 1M Ornllos street.
dad, are sightseers registered at the Santa Fe.
'Dp Vargas.
How's This'i
WHETHER IT I" A SUIT CASE,
Miss Claude Albright, Xew Mexico's BAG OF ANYTHING ELSE IN HAND
We offer One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Catarrh that
FIND
YOU'LL
only grand opera star, left this after- BAGGAGE,
THE
noon for her home in Albuquerque.
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
RIGHT SORT HERE. THE HUB, N.
M. S. Groves, member of the cor- SALMON.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
poration commission, will return
We, the undersigned, have known F I
Club Reception Postponed On acfrom El Paso, where he spent count of the various other functions J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
Christmas.
on New Year's eve and New Year's believe him perfectly honorable in all
Miss Harriet Pain has returned from day, the annual reception of the Santa business transactions and
financially !
an absence of a few weeks visiting Ee Woman's club will not. be held to- - 'able to carry out any obligations made
with friends in Texas and other south- morrow but will be given on the even- - by his Arm.
ern points.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
ing of Monday, January 5tb.
James E. Powers, hydrographic enAll the popular brands of cigars in
Toledo, O.
Sanreturned
from
Xmaa boxeR. Zook's.
yesterday
gineer,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
ta Rita, where he spent Christmas
comThe Tax Situation Many
nally, acting directly upon the blood:
with his parents.
and mucous surfaces of the system,
plaints are being aired about taxes
"Mi'b. John W. Collier and daughter taxes taxes. District Attorney Read Testimonials
Price 75
sent free.
left last night for Haton where they stated today that where errors have cents per bottle. Sold by all
.
will make their future home, Mr. Co- been made, he will present the matllier being employed there.
ter to the district court if the tax
Take Ilall'R "amlly Pills for corstl- Attorney It, S. Wilson, one of the payers file their complaints in proper paO'-of
who
lias
Raton,
leading attorneys
form.
been in the city on legal business, reAccording to the Congressional ltec- turned home last evening.
old of Dec. 2.1d, h. Pascual Martinez, lrniMl I
MTTt
f
i
Til nPTi
II
Mr Gauss, one of the new me r.'iers was ennHt nipil liv ttie Kemile as nost- - VIII I I
IV
L.L
If ill t
:f Ch.ef Espe s field force, arrived in
up in the
Hl Taos 0I1
wt day. tIl8 110.nthe city. Messrs. Cullom and Qmim nMion was HWIt in the day before.
morning with Thomas Ranch!
will arrive Sunday.
for
.Martinez until his nomination
for Krentfast
Charles Christian, the baritone who
AIIQro.,
tmBBter at Tao8 wa8 secretar.v t0 Sausage
cersor call THE Hit) (IRANDbi
made such a hit last night, left today ,c
,
nian H B Kergusson.
for Albuquerque. . Mr. Christian is a
noN'T FORGET WE HAVE A LINE LIVE STOCK CO.. Phone 74 J.
native of the Isle of Man.
j0F SHIRTS THAT WE DISPLAY IN
Mr. and Mrs. J. II. Correll, of
NEWEST STRIPES, PLAIN AND
ion, Colorado, were the guests yester- - PLAITED YOU'LL NEVER WEAR
day, of Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Hall, BETTER SHIRTS. COME AND PRICE
M.D.
leaving for their home this morning. THEM. THE HUB, N. SALMON.
Mr. and Mrs. A. .layner, of Moor,Xmas Dav in Santa Fe A new
PRACTICE LIMITED TO
croft, Wyoming, are registered at the ,p,o(o take,n ,Xmas daV( the very befjt
.
Montezuma. iney nave come nere 10
d
the oldest
wrtoc.
attend Alias Helen Laughlin's wedding building in the 1'. S. A., the renowned
THROAT
EKE, EAR NOSE
tomorrow.
Plaza, and Iho bills in the distance.
virtuoso
the
Seder,
organ
Stanley
Sent by mail at cost price. One copy,
Capital City Bank Building.
who came here yesterday from the).. 0c: two, 13c': one doz., 7flc. Walter
AI- in
Miss
to
take
Duke City
part
Norton, business College, Box 3S7,
OFFICE HOURS
unguis cuiieei i, icit nn aucniuuu Santa Fe.
for Albuquerque.
Volunt(;ers
Santa
FirstSeveral
Miss Eileen McMillen. a prominent Feala ,Jave asked (hf; New Mpxican
Santa Fe, N. AI. Phone 52 J.
jj1
society girl of Albuquerque, arrived ,Q )jmhp a corn;ction al)01lt th(J tinle
.
m tne city toaay to auenu me
tlle arl.jvai ot the cilv's volunteer
ding of Miss Helen laughlin tomor- fire department at the penitentiary
row evening. Miss McMillen Is at the fire Monday. The Santa Fe boys arDeVargas.
rived at the penitentiary before the
Miss Olive .Thomas, an attractive Indian fire
lighters, Fire Chief Owen H. S,
,
and accomplished girl from
taking charge of the (Ire and sending
who has been visiting Miss calls for additional help.
Isabel Walker at Her Home on urant
Name Changed The name of the Where Quality Governs the Price
avenue, leaves Friday for Albuquer- - weekly newspaper known as the Las
and Price the Quality
que to return to the State University, Vegas Democrat has been changed to
She will be accompanied by Miss the Las Vegas Weekly News and will
Walker who is also a student at the be published under that, name from
now on. Joe Jsquel will continue as
varsity.
Mrs. Henry Essfnger returned yes- - editor. He announces the policy of
the paper will be independent and
will not be controlled by any set of
MOVING DAV (S NEAR men.
Las Vegas Optic.
NOW COMES THE TIME OF THE
The first of the year many people YEAR WHEN EVERY MAN, WOMAN
plan to get comfortably located far the AND CHILD SHOULD HAVE A PAIR
OF SHOES. THE SHOES OF QUALyear.
I have
ITY AT THE BIG STORE. N.
many very desirable furnished and unfurnished cottages and furwant to express
nished rooms for light housekeeping
It's enough to simply announce the
our appreciation of
that can be had now If taken quickly. coming of "Mutt & Jeff in Panama."
The house will be packed as it always
the business given us
Large 10 room modern house, close in, Is when Hud Fisher's
brain folks come
$50.00,
to town, therefore the manager of the
during the
5 room modern cottage, near Palace
Elks theater is not "kidding you
been
closing. It
avenue, $20.00.
when he advises you to secure seats
5 room modern cottage
on Palace at first opportunity and avoid disap
our desire to give
avenue, $25.00.
pointment at the box office. It'll be
entire satisfaction,
5 room modern cottage on Lincoln here Friday, January 9.
and we trust that the
Solve the Christmas problem today.
avenue, $22.50.
4 nice living rooms on Plaza, snap Fancy boxes stationery, Kodaks, Perbeen
pleasure
at $12.00.
fumes, hand mirrors. Brushes, Baby
mutual.
5 rooms near capital, good condition, Sets. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc.
you will
That Dance Tonight As there are
no bath, $18.00.
busigive us
visitors in the city who desire
6 rooms modern, near capital, suitable many
for
ness
to come to the De Vargas dance to
the
coming
for two small families, $30.00.
night In "evening togs" Manager Hall
we will do ev5 rooms very modern and close in, stated
will
that
be
"no
there
today
nicely furnished, $30.00.
closed season'" on full dress suits.
can to
erything
2 large front rooms, very desirable Those in business suits, however, will
it
make
both
Happy
and convenient with or without be welcome, he added. Mr. Hall had
workmen busy all day decorating the
heat.
and Successful.
2 large rooms and cummer kitchen, ball room which promises to be a suitable setting for the great New Year's
close in, $11.00.
eve dance. An attractive menu for
3 large furnished rooms for light
the midnight Bupper has been printed.
housekeeping, $12.00.
CO.
From all indications, the attendance H. S.
3 large furnished rooms for light at the dance will be large and everyone will have a good time.
housekeeping, $10.00.
Are Best For
Many very desirable rooms In pri
YOU CAN CHECK YOUR TRUNK Where Prices
vate residences for right parties.
WITH SAFETY AND CONFIDENCE
Safe Quality.

SHOWER IS GIVEN

House, Bath flange and Electric Lights
Opposite Elks' Opera House. Price, per month. .. .$40.00
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
22.00
Chapelle Street. Price, per month
- Room
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
Avenue. Price, per month
35.00
Washington
Room, Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue
Three Months, (No Children). Price, per month.. 50.00
House, Furnished, Good Location, Eaih,
Electric Lights, Etc Price, per month
45.00

FOR RENT

6-

7-

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)

ARTS

ADOLF

LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
:
Santa Fe. New Mexico
:
119 San Francisco St.,
M

LOCAL ITEMS.

THIS WEEK'S

-

MEN'S AND BOYS'

SUnS

210 SAN FRANCISCO

PHONE 180.

IIAUVARD

AND

REST CONTENT.

FIRE INSURANCE!
2

THE BEST ANY MAN CAN HAVE

Stone Cell House at the Penitentiary will convince yon of the
necessity of protection. LET IS HRNISII THAT PROTECTION NOW

Lauj-'hli-

JOSEPH

B.

MANAGER.

HAYWARD,

Rooms JUnd 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N M.
::::
IFTfs RE AriSTATE, IIAYWARDTiAS IT.

"Ic

'

.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

.

NOBBIEST

1 '

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
Everything In Hardware.
H. WICKHAM

.

ssHENRY KRICKes- DISTRIBUTOR

OUR WINDOWS.

com-ipan-

STOVEWORK

W

R

ST.,

INSURE WITH

:::;

PERSONALS

1

LUDWIU WM. ILFELD.'

READY-TO-WEA-

Yi

j

HEATING

SPECIALS

AND OVERCOATS
WATCH

MRS.W. LINDIiARDT

,

PLUMBING

CO.

GOODS

Blue Serge for Men, $11. 95 worth $18.

All Wool

Pin-To-

J

i

M

fjf

SELIGPrlflH

r

-

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,

OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water. TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New
water.

Me.

j

OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the

and Hngay,e Transfer.

flack

of .Satisfaction
104 DON

test

Guaranteed.

(JASPER ST.

Telephone

C

REAL ESTATE,
INSURANCE,
SURETY BONDS.
I
buy and sell Mortgages, Stocks and Bonds of all kinds, Loan
If you have money to
Money on real estate and othe securities.
loan list it with me. If you want to buy a good first mortgage or a
high class security call on me.

Telephone 194 W.

Santa

Room 24 Laughlin Bids;.
Fe, New Mexico.
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New Year's

Greeting!

SAL-MO-

WE ARE NOT DEPENDING ON GOOD LUCK. WE ARE MAKING GOOD
AND TAKING A CHANCE ON WHAT HAPPENS. IF WE PLEASE YOU
AND GIVE YOU YOUR MONEY'S WORTH WE CAN'T HELP BUT SUCCEED. ALL OF OUR HARDWARE WILL STAND THE HARDEST WEAR.
LONG YEARS IN THE BUSINESS HAVE TAUGHT US THE KINDS THAT
BEST STAND THE TEST. WE ARE HERE TO STAY A LONG TIME,
AND WE KNOW WE CAN DO BEST BY SELLING THE BEST.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S
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WE HAVE IT."
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"Yes, cur new wagon 's a Studebaker
-t- he only kind we KNOW"
"The Studebaker idea lias been in our family for
sixty years. We have never thought of buying any
other kind of a wagon."
"It's true, we're continually being offered other
wagons costing a little less, with lots of promises as to
what they will do. But we know in our family what a
Studebaker will do. A few dollars difference in price
doesn't mean much. It's the service a wagon gives
that we consider most."
"Long service for a fair price means more every
time than short service for a few dollars less."
"That' why we stick to Studehater and "Stick to Stude- -'
baker' is a pretty good motto for a man who uses wagons.
"Studebaker wagons are built of good stuff. They're made
right by people who've had years and years of experience in
making them right people who are trusted the world over.'
"Studebaker wagons last, because they're made to last

"Look out for the dealer who tells you his wagon is just as
That's my advice after a good deal of
good as a Studebaker.
and the experience of all of my people. You get a
experience
and
Studebaker
you've got a safe investment.'
See ear Dealer or wrllt us.

STUDEBAKER
NEW YORK
MINNEAPOLIS

South Bend, Ind.

PBNVEB
KANSAS CITY
CHICAGO
DALLAS
SALT LAKE CITK
SAN FRANCISCO
PORTLAND, OKE,
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J. Wight Giddltigs

the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting:, Tennis
sports.
Playing and all

Themost beautiful time
Dally, per year, by mall
Dally, tlx months, by mall
Weekly, per year

....

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
15.00 Dally, ptr quarto,
12.50
11.00

ky mall
Dally, par quarter, ky oirriw
Weekly, six months

MAKING PLAN

AND READJUSTING THEIR AFFAIRS IN PREPARATION FOR
ACTIVITIES OF THE NEW YEAR

General Manager
Editor

Stauffer

1

-!'

President

Brouson M. Cutting

1913.

31,
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The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Charles
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Booklet Free on Request
VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH.

"All of Today's News Today"

or

business men often find it advisable to increase their banking facilities,
by opening additional accounts or by changing their banking connections.
We place at the disposal of such persons our equipment which is
most complete for the transaction of any and all financial affairs.
We Invite accounts subject to check, and our policy is invariably to
give first consideration to the banking needs of our patrons. We pay 4
per cent on inactive funds deposited on our Certificate plan, and Invite
depositors to avail themselves of our facilities for issuing drafts for
the transmission of money to all parts of the World. Telegraphic transfers of money are also made by us.
We shall value any business we may receive. We take this opportunity of extending to all our patrons our best wishes for a successful
and prosperous year.
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A WOMAN'S PROBLEM
a woman often sees wrinkles, hollow circles under eyes,
"crow'B feet,' all because she did not turn to the right remedy when worn
down with those troubles which are distinctly feminine. Itackache, headache,
untold suffering
pains, lassitude, nervousness and drains upon vitality-bri- ng
to womanhood and the face shows it. The nervous system and the entire
feels the tonic effect of
womanly make-u- p
In the
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DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION,
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THE

ON

DISCOVERED BY

GiicSTICUING

DIANDESCRIPTION
PREGNABLE

It allays and subdues nervous excitability, irritability, nervous exhaustion, and
other distressing symptoms commonly attendant upon functional and organic
diseases of the feminine organs. It induces refreshing sleep and relieves
mental anxiety and despondency. Known everywhere and for over 40 years
as the standard remedy for thedisexses of women. Your dealer in medicines
veils it in liquid or sugar-coatetablet form; or you can send 60 one-cestamps for a trial box of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription tablets. Address
Dr. K. V. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.
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the onterwall Ihey constructed an ex
tensive series of agriculture terraces.
Between these and the city is a steep,
dry moat and the inner wall. When
the members of an attacking force
had safely negotiated the precipitous
and easily defended sides of the moat,
which consisted of a wall from 1.'
they would still find themselves out-- ,
side the Inner defences of the city,
to ;rs feet high, composed of hugh
boulders, many of which
weighed
many tons.
not
to
is
"It
very profitable
speedlate on the habits of these ancient;
until we have had more opportunltv to study the finds made in the
burial caves and to compare these
with finds made In other parts of Peru,
We know that they were masters in
the art of
that they
knew how lo make bronze and that
they had considerable artistic sense,
originality and ingenuity. Their pottery is varied in form and attractive
in ornamentation.
They understood
how to plan great, architectural
and
engineering works and to carry them
to a satisfactory conclusion.''
Prof. Bingham's final report of the
pxpediton, dealing with the scientific
data obtained, will be made to the National Geographic society in the near
future and through the society will be
given to the world.

Quagwi. one variety, lias become extinct within the last few years.
I'he Zeliia would lie especially val
liable in Africa if it could be denies
as it is immune iron) the
j ticatcd.
; "Tsetse
llj " which induces the fatal
i
sleeping sickness and kills inosi other
animals; but the Zebra is tamed with
great difficulty, and, so far. with little
success, and so it is comparatively
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Washington, D. C, Dec. 31. But
meeting with a
Peruvian Indian, the discovery of the
ruins of the city of Machu Picchu, the
DR. PIERCE'S PLEASANT PELLETS REGULATE AND INVIGORATE cradle of the Inca Empire, on the top
TINY GRANULES. of the Peruvian Andes in South Amer- STOMACH, LIVER AND BOWELS.
tea, by an expedition under the aus- pices of the National Geographic Society of "Washington, D. C, and Yale
University, probably never would hav
been made. Prof. Hiram Bingham, of
Yale, director of the expedition, in his
preliminary report filed with Ihe National Geographic society, states that
charged, tearing through the boy's left the ancient capital, Machu Picchu,
Domesticated Quail.
Pan Dawson and wife have had the side. George fell to the floor, exclaim- probably will prove to be the largest
unique experience of domesticating a ing: "Why, Dallas, you've shot me!" and most important ruin discovered in
bunch of quails this fall. They grad- The boys were about, five feet apart, South America Bince the days of the
ually became tame by running with when the shooting occurred. The boy, Spanish conquest. While it not only
a bunch of chickens
where a few Dallas, frantic with grief, rushed from is larger and contains more edifices
young chicks were being raised. After the house Bcreaining, saddled a horse than any other ruin discovered in
getting feeding time down just, "they and started for town, through the pas- Peru, except Cuzco, he points out also
hit it center" every day. There is a tures instead of by the road. On thu that It has the additional advantage
large number domesticating at the way to town his horse gave out and from an archaeological viewpoint of
Norton home, also. They are fed and he secured another, continuing his not having been occupied by their
watered regularly, and sit around on fast ride until he reached Carlsbad.
descendants, which accounts for its
the front porch "drumming" while
at the home of T. ,T. Kin- - not having been torn lo pieces by
Arriving
awaiting meal time. Cai nzozo News. del, west of town, the frantic boy had treasure hunters.
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Mr. Woodman lived here about nine still in death. Richard Smith return,
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a total
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Carlsbad last Saturday for a little vapanied the operatic star on the piano Albright sang it
No. 3 carries passengers to AlbuLast Will and Testament of Jennie and
who also played several selec- of the great pipe organ In the Cathe- rendered. Both of these were played
cation trip and after spending the
querque, locally, and to Pacific
F.
R.
Chat
Chas
Deceased.
Easley.
Lowitzki,
Easley
dral as the audience listened enrap- on the organ.
tions on the organ.
Coast Points.
night at the C. N. Jones residence,
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Notice is hereby given that the Last
tured.
An "Allegro" Entrance.
west of town, continued Sunday mornUnusual interest was manifested in
t
Leave Santa Fe 3:20 p. m. to
Attorneysat-LaWill and Testament of Jennie LowitA "frightfully'' amusing incident of
The operatic star was generous with
ing to their destination, which was the
the debut of Miss Albright, in Santa
with No. 1 westbound, and
Practice in the Courts and before
"Cock-Coozkl,
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and
the
selection
of
concert
Santa
late
the
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was
encores,
the
entrance"
deceased,
City
"allegro
Moseley ranch, where Richard Smith
Fe, not only because she one of the
Land Department.
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
is now living Mrs. Smith and baby Fe, county of Santa Fe, and state of few American girls who have won filled with silvery notes, made a great of a visitor who wished to take a front
"Cut-offwith
Albuquerque
o ti i
New Mexico, has been produced and
a i r "i tWnt t Land Grants and Tub s examined.
n
coat
.it
contrast
as
a
to
hit
the
coming
as an operatic star abroad, but
being iu town fur a short time for a
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train for Clovis and Pecos
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the
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tempestuous
singing
long
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she is New Mexico's
only and Delila Ana.
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steps leading down the aisle. The
Harry Hubbard was the only eye Mexico, at a
grand opera singer.
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Returning, arrive Santa Fe 5:55 p.
regular
awe
of
amazement
and
adjourned
Albright
splendid stage mingling
witness to the shooting the three boys
DR.
HUME
W.
BROWN
It would have been a task for any
m.
thereof, held on the 26th day of Noand is a real actress.
Ijicted on the gentleman's fac-- , and
haying been left at iie house, Mr. vember, A. D.,
Over Spitz Jewiery Store.
1913, and the day of singer to live up to the high praises
Mr. Christian.
his struggle to maintain his equilib- Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
Smith going to look for his horses,
the proving of said Last Will and Tes sounded in the European press conMr. Christian, the baritone, also rium by "ritardando movc.r.eiiis"
nect with No. 7 westbound carintending to drive into Carlsbad Wed- tament
was by order of the judge of cerning the ability of this Albuquer made his debut in Santa Fe and he
' ""
his aisle stroll, nearly convulsed pnone
rying El Paso sleper; also No.
ing
nesday morning.
Rpj g
said court thereupon fixed for Mon- que "warbler" whose voice has been was splendid. He has a
No. 4 eastbound.. .No. 4 takes pasvoice the audince. Miss Albright was so
big
At the dinner table, Harry says, Mr.
Office
Hours: 8 a. m. to 5. p.
the 5th day of January, A. D., compared to that of the nightingale by wI)lch he knowg well how to use He amused that she hai to
sengers for Chicago and Kansas
Smith cautioned the boys, telling day,
pause geTeraJ
And by Appointment.
1914, the January term of said court, the conservative
"London Times. was heard probably to greater advant-- ' seconds before
City Daily and for Denver Wedher song, j
them not to handle the guns without at ten o'clock
beginning
in the forenoon of said But Miss Albright clearly proved herlage , ..The RosarVi..
he
"The
nesdays and Saturdays.
Danza."
though
8ang
the
loads.
At
about 1:30 the day, at the county court
drawing
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
house, at the right to the title of an operatic star j tne "Toreador," ta favorite of many
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of
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New
Mexico.
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Fe,
first
city
magnitude,
m.
years) with much feeling and expres- tended the concert. Among them were
sneritr ana outlaw" and began snapSanta Fe, N. M., Dec. 13. 1913.
As she opened the program with sion.
Given under'my hand and seal this
Governor and Mrs. McDonald who con
Notice is hereby given that, pur-- Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m, to con
ping guns at each other, George hav- 26th
"Ah Love But A Day," by Beach, it
Mr. Christian gave several encores, gratulated Miss Albright on her sue- - sant to the provisions of
day of November, A. D. 1913.
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
ing a six shooter. After they had
an Act of
M. A. ORTIZ.
was evident she possessed a
(Seal)
one of the most amusing being ceBSNo. 9. westbound.
been playing some little time, Dallas V.
June
Congress
2tth.
1910,!
approved
I. ALA RID.
Probata ClorV
voice of delightfully rich tim- "Names" and it tickled the audience
Miss Albright leaves soon for a tour
--picked up Mr. Smith's shot gun and
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30 a.
Laws of the State of New Mexico.
jthe
bre. And in the "Aria, Invocation" with its riotous coloring from old of the south. She will be accom-jan- d
Deputy.
m.
the rules and regulations of the
said: '"Now, 111 shoot you six times." Filed November
26th. 1913.
panled by her manager. Colonel Al-- j State Land Office, the Commissioner,
George laughingly replied: "Yon have Office Of Commissioner nf Pnhllo from "Samson and Delila" the vigor- Ireland.
and beauty of tone, with the thoroughNew Mexico would be glad to keep bright, a former newspaper man well of Public Lands will offer at public1 PASSENGER DEPOT PHONE 42 W.
hot me once,'" when the gup ws dls- Lands, Stats of New Mexico.
jly conviDcin Interpretation of her Mr. Christian in the Sunshine State known in New Mexico.
sale, to the highest bidder, at 10;
for the accidental
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DECEMBER

commissioners as well as for New if any such matter is embraced in the
Mexico has given him an Inside printed transcript when in the opinknowledge that could be acquired In ion of the court the same was unno other way and also given him an necessary to the proper consideration
WOMEN TO HELP
extended acquaintance in insurance-circles- of any point involved in the case, the
WITH EXHIBIT
with the result that since tak- court may in its discretion direct that
ing the general agency of The Man- the costs of printing such unnecessary
hattan Life Insurance company of matter shall not be taxed against the
New York he has received congratula- - unsuccessful party.
The following executive order sign-liens from all over the Cnited States,)
ed by the governor this morning apnot to mention the sincere best wishes
on
state
the
FELLOWSHIP CLASS
of
women
2S
the
points
of his large personal acquaintance ill
auxiliary board of exposition lmm- Ibis state.
TO HOLD SECOND
agers, as authorized by recent resoluor-;
ANUAL BANQUET
The
tion of the exposition board.
Almost All In.
dcr Is as follows:
fhtv
on
This nioniinir
of the
the hist
The "Fellowship" class will hold
The New Mexico board of exposition yer, a mit oight depu,y ga,ne war
for
the
managers,
dens out of more than 150 in the state their annual banquet tomorrow night
the first night of 1014.
exposition, at San Diego, Calif., at a had filed their reports for the year's
The banquet will be given at the
meeting held in October, 1913, passed business with the state game warden's
a resolution requesting the governor department, and new 1914 licenses had Montezuma hotel and attractive mento
said been sent to them. The second license us, with the class color, scheme carto appoint a woman's auxiliary
board of managers, to consist of at to be issued for 1914 was bought by ried out, are being printed for the ocleast one woman from each county in Adjutant General H. T. Herring, the casion.
the state, and that the work of said first going to Joseph lClclodt of Cha- The class motto is "Help the Other
auxiliary should be confined solely to mitn.
Fellow."
The class has made great
the educational exhibit of New Mexico
strides in the past year.
said exposition.
December's Business.
Professor Wagner will be toastmas-teNow therefore, I. William C. McDon- The state corporation commission
tomorrow night, The following Is
Mexaid, governor of the state of New
today remitted to the state treasurer a list of the toasts and the names of
the the speakers:
ico, in pursuance of the resolution the sum of $2566.60, same being
above referred to, do hereby appoint amount received in fees for the month
"Good Cheer in the Ancient City."
V
s of December
just closing. This money Judge Roberts.
the following as members of the
auxiliary to said board of exposi- - was turned into the state salary fund
"Class Aspirations," George Well.
and was immediately paid out to the
tion managers:
Piano "The Hitchey Goo,'' Bernard
around
the
employes
capital.
Mrs. A. B. McMillan, Albuquerque,
Spitz.
Mrs. W. A. Johnson, Roswell.
Road Board Vacancies Filled.
"Doing the" Tango," Edward
Mrs. J. J. Shuler, Raton.
a
The
state
commission
at
highway
Mrs. A. W. Hockenhull, Clovis.
"Reflections Three Months After,"
meeting held yesterday afternoon
Airs. (!. W. Frenger, Las Cruces,
on Rev. Leonidas Smith,
made
the
following appointments
NOT ORDERED TO PAY
SEARCH FOR LOPEZ TO BE
Mrs. E. T3. Kemp, Artesia.
various county road boards to fill va
"Santa Fe to Taos," Harry Hogle.
INTEREST ON BONDS.
RESUMED ON FRIDAY.
Mrs. t'J. K. Angle, Silver City.
BaldIn
Colfax
Rex
cancies:
"The Pace That Kills,"
Taggart.
county. I).
Mrs. C, II. Stearns, Santa Rosa.
Bingham, Utah, Dec. 31. To open
Katon
ot
L.
Some
of
win
and J.
"What's the Matter with Us?
Livingston
the Utah Apex mine next Friday and
Mrs. W. t. Guiiiin, Carrizozo.
New
Dec. 31. Glyn Mills,
Cimarron; Curry county, J. H. Barry Class!" Geo. F. Mitchell, representing search for Rafael Lope., slayer of six Currie &York, the
Mrs. Kate K. Moir, Demiiig.
Co.,
English bankers,
E.
of Clovis; Sandoval county, Jose
Albuquerque Fellowship Class.
decision
tentative
the
was
Mrs. Stella Morris, Gallup.
men,
have not yet received instructions to
V'aldez of Bernalillo; Santa Fe counin Mexico,"
Jeff
and
Mutt
"With
AlSmith
Sheriff
reached by
Mrs. Lena Fenton, Wagon Mound.
today.
pay the coupons due today on the
ty, Cesario Ortiz, of Nambe.
Capt. "Fat" Stephens.
Mrs. G.
though is is generally believed that three per cent and five per cent MexiYoung, Tularosa.
General
Herring.
"Pals,"
Adjutant
the
the wily gunman has escaped,
Mrs. R. P. Donohoo, Tucumcari.
can internal bonds.
Auto Licenses.
"Cogitations of a Bachelor," James sheriff and his deputies are confident
Mrs. Samuel Eldodt, Ohamita.
Automobile
license
C. Harvey.
applications
Mrs. A- A. Rogers, Portales.
that he succumbed either to hunger
continue to pour into the office of the
"Tenderfeet," R. P. Fullerton.
Mrs. J. I.. G. Swieney, Aztec.
or to the gases generated in the tun'
TO ALL PATRONS AND
Likof state, and at noon today
"A
Serenade,''
Virgil
secretary
Moonlight
nels to asphyxiate him.
Mrs. W. .T. Fugate, Las Vegas.
AS MANY NEW ONES: Hi'
(310 licenses and tags had been issued. ens.
Mrs. R. F. Asplund, Santa Fe.
Not since December 1, when the
We wish to thank you most ST
"New Year Resolutions," Frank
Miss F. W. Conrad, Santa Fe.
portals were sealed up and the workheartily for your many courtesies Hi
Law Suspended.
Miss Aurora Lucero, Santa Fe.
in the past and we trust that our
Pnited States Attorney General Mc-"The Bonds That Binds," Dr. Rob- ings filled with poisonous fumes, has
Mrs. J. G. Fitch, Socorro.
business relations will always S
authorized United erts.
any member of Ue posse seen or
Reynolds
yesterday
Mrs. Alexander Gusdorf, Taos.
prove as pleasant to you as they HI
frftat.es
Summers
District Attorney
Piano "Be My Little Baby Bumble heard of the desperado. After the
H
have to us.
Mrs.ITarry Fincke, Moriarty.
mine had been opened and partly
Burkliart by telegram to postpone Bee," Carl Winter.
Mrs. John A. Pace, Clayton.
Please accept our best wishes
"The Quartette and a Big Hit," H. K. searched, it was sealed again on De'prosecutions under the unlawful
Mrs. Kdwardo M. Otero, Las Lunas.
for a very prosperous and Happy Hi
cember 14, to make sure that he was
act.
Morgans.
Hi
Mrs. Ponifacio Montoya, Bernalillo.
D. not alive to fight another underground
New Year to you and yours.
W.
law
this
that
Traveler,"
Arkansas
"The
Cattlemen, asserting
Mrs. Chas. Anderson. Kingston.
PARLOR MBAT MARKET AND
battle such as occurred on November
worked a hardship upon them, intend-- I Heisel.
t
GROCERY.
X
Done at the executive ofPys this, the ed to petition the attorney general for
29, when he killed two deputies.
"Impromptu Remarks."
H
Wm. D. Arrighi, Prop.
JlMh day of December, 1913.
"Plans and Prospects," Prof. Wagtemporary relief, until Gov. W. C. Mc
Seven sheriffs and nearly 300 depuWitness my hand and the t,t;eat seal Donald ami a committee of New Mex- ner.
HHHHHHiHHH'HH!SHH;
for a week through
ties
Lopez
pursued
or tho state of New Mexico.
Ico cattle raisers were able to present
several counties before he
w. c. Mcdonald,
their case to the interior department
to Bingham on November 27, and
Governor.
and to congress.
made the mine his stronghold. At the
of
Attested
The period of
beginning of the chase he killed three
ANTONIO LUCERO.
the act, according to Mr. McReynolds
of peace officers who tried to arrest him
31.
Dec.
up
New
Bidding
York,
telegram to Mr. Burkliart, will extend
Secretary of State.
whole for shooting a miner.
until Governor McDonald and the com special stocks gave tone to the
A Fine Christmas Gift f
up-and
list
progress
although
today
inittee are able to consult the federal
firm.
was
h; x
market
was
the
ward
DECEMBER WAGES
slow,
BEAUTIFUL SCARF VEILS,
authorities.
CONTRACTORS
ATTENTION!
Trading on the long side was enNOVELTY RIBBON PIECES.
The telegram follows:
AT CAPITAL ARE
- Hi
var- H
ternof
of
a
Bids
the
for
erection
cessation
the
the
by
"IT. S. Attorney Summers Ittirkliart. eouraged
H
to
roof
other
investment
and
scattered
ied
of
porary
PAID IN FULL Albunneiiiue,
repairs
selling
Handsome Plumes, pF'nncvor
N. M.
con-X cell house will be opened on Sat- - Hi
"Your letter concerning unlawful holdings, livening up of short,
to
Hi
the
1914.
Call
3,
an
added
at
urday,
January
impulse
Ostrich, which will make an eleToday is pay day at the capital, and enclosures received. Suspend enforce (racts gave
the Penitentiary
for specifica- - Hi
luoat of thu tttute employea draw their ment of decrees and other proceed- buying movement.
gant gift; also many other artiH
B.
MA
JOHN'
Mc
tious.
NITS,
in
With no change of Importance
wages today for December. After all ings so far as practicable until gov
cles I carry will make Xmas gifts
Hi
Hi
not
were
Superintendent.
the direful predictions made by some rnor and party reach Washington for the situation, speculators
of the standpat papers of the state, consultation on the general situation. inclined to trade heavily on the eve XHiHiSSHJNHiHiHiHiHiHiHiHiHi
"MCREYNOLDS."
of the holiday and business was
one could well imagine that either
New Mexican Want Ads. always
there would be no pay day or not more
The message, as it indicates, was limited. Holders of long stock took
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
than 25 per cent would be paid. How- In answer to a letter from District At- the small profits that were in sight jrlng results. Try it.
ever at. the auditor's office this morn- torney Burkliart. lie told the attor- toward the close of the forenoon and
ing it was stated that all the salaries ney general that the enforcement of prices sagged easily to about yesterfor December would be paid in full, the act in winter was oppressive to day's close.
and that the 30 per cent remaining un- cattlemen, especially in view of the
Bonds were steady.
HAND-PAINTE- D
The market closed firm. Weakness
paid from the November pay roll fact. that, the government practically
would be paid just as soon as the had acquiesced for years in the viola- persisted in American Telephone, the
J Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at !
taxes paid in the various counties tion of it. He had no discretion un yiiut? lunula iu lia
eua uiviueiiu.
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyone Steins, J
reach the office of the state treasurer der the law, he wrote, but would be Elsewhere there was a decided underSmoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
which the auditor said would probably glad to suspend proceedings until an current of firmness.
Net changes
be before January 15th.
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles f,
opportunity was given the men inter- were small.
before the best pieces have been sold.
!
ested for a full hearing by the department and congress, and especially
TORRANCE COUNTY
until next spring when the removal of
I
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ,
the fences would not cause so much littl
COMMISSIONERS
would
at
it
as
loss
present.
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Pure, Healthful, Dependable
Its active principle solely
grape acid and baking
soda. It makes the food
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SANTA FE, N. M.

PHONE 12

The low priced, low grade
powders put alum or lime
phosphates in the food.
Ask Ybur Doctor About That
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Santa Claus made no mistake, calling at "YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE STORE."
Santa Claus is
shrewd buyer; you will make no
mistake by following his example. They are headquarters for the following:
CHAFING DISHES AND TRAS,
COMMUNITY
PERCOLATORS,
SILVER WARE, KNIVES AND FOKS, TEA SPOONS AND TABLE
COASTER
SPOONS, CARVING SETS, BOY'S BICYCLES
EQUIPMENT, BOV'S WAGONS AND SLEDS, BOY'S
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS, ROLLER AND ICE SKATES, DAISY AIR
RIFLES.
And many other things In the Hardware line appropriate for Christmas presents.

s

back-tracke- d

WALL STREET.

HATS

:

BRAKE-GUARAN-

h;h;h;

-

!

The Reliable Hardware Store.

"

MISS A. MUGLER

CHINA

i

We Thank You

For quick results,

HAPPY

NEW

PROSPEROUS

AND

ARE APPOINTED

The county commissioners of Tor
ranee county, art interim, to serve during the suspension of the regularly
elected officers who face trial under
presentments returned by the grand
jury, were named late yesterday by
Governor McDonald. They are Celes-tinOrtiz, Jose de Jesus Romero, and
The political
Angus McGillivray.
faith of the new appointees is Just
the same as that of those under suspension, one being a Progressive, one
a Democrat and one a Republican. O.
W. Lasater, named to act as county
clerk, during the suspension of Acasio
Gallegos, was appointed last week.
Only Ten Rolls In.
January 1st will come in with but
ten county tax rolls out of 26 in the
office of the traveling
auditor, although three more were received but
had to be sent back for corrections.
However, the traveling auditor stated
today that he believed 1913 taxes were
being paid in almost all the counties,
land that the assessor was working on
his abstract, although the rolls had
been completed and turned over to the
collector, as is the case in Santa Fe
county.

YEAR!

THE GRAY STUDIOS
-

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

PHONE 162 J.
Always Stop

at the Ancient City's Pride,

'rTT

3

AND

MODERN
ALWAYS
LARGE

LOBBY

AND VERANDAS
COMFORTABLE

PORCH

SWINGS and ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City

LIENAU GOES INTO

Ample facilities for large
and small banquets.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
EUROPEAN PLAN.

.Heal, a la Carte.

INSURANCE BUSINESS
,

A. Lienau, who for almost
seven years has been connected with
P.

SPECIAL RATES

M.

the state insurance department, has
l
n s.gned that position, to become
agent for the state for The Man
hattan Life Insurance company, one of
insurance
the old and conservativj
companies of New York, and will have
his headquarters at Santa Fe.
During the time that Mr. Lienau
;
has been associated with the insurance department he has turned down
many offers to become associated with
other companies in various parts of
me imuea states as ii was ms aes.re
to remain in New Mexico. For years
STOCK
FOOD.
Mr.
before coming to New Mexico
Salt Dfants For INTERNATIONAL
Lienau has been connected with the
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packaj ; insurance game and his seven years
ALFaLFA SEED.
with the insurance department has
greatly added to his knowledge of the
VThe onfy exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
business.
His work in the east, together with
the fact that he has been called upon
Pbone
Black
Cboee Black
to make examinations of numerous
insurance companies for other state
45

Room With Bath, $2.00 Lp.
Room Without Bath, $1.00 Up.

WHOLESALE

BY

AND

THE WEEK

gen-lera-

RETAIL

j

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes, and Salt.

LEO HERSCH

45

JEWELER,

"WANT."

For Your Most Liberal Patronage,
and Wish You All a Most

.

Bernalillo in Line.
County Assessor Fred B. Heyu today will turn over the tax rolls to
County Treasurer Mike Mandell, but
the collector will not begin mailing
notices to taxpayers for several days,
or until the state board of equalization approves the assessor's books.
.Mr. Heyn will send duplicate copies to
the state board, says the Albuquerque
Journal.
The revised roll will show ffi.OST,000 property subject to taxation in
Bernalillo county. This represents
37 per cent of the total value of prop
erty.

OUR UNPARALLELED

Typewriter Rental Offer
Three Months
For

-

New Rule of Court.
The following rule promulgated by
the state supreme court, to go into effect tomorrow is of interest to the
members of the bar and litigants:
Rlile XXVI Transcripts.
Section 1. Hereafter in ail cases
brought into this court by appeal or
writ of error, the clerk ot the district
court, in making up the transcript
shall, after setting out in full the title

of the case and the names of the par-- ;
ties thereto, once, omit the title,
heading and the verification of all
papers filed in any such case, and in
lieu of such verification shall state,
where the paper is verified, that It
was verified in the usual form on Buch
a date by such a person, unless the
praecipe for such transcript shall distinctly direct the clerk to the contrary.
Section 2. It shall not be necessary
in any case in printing the transcript
for use by the court, to print the
matters which by section one of this
rule the clerk of the district court is
authorized to omit in making up the
transcript, even if such matters may
have been incorporated in the transcript by the clerk of the district court
this rule; provided,
notwithstanding
however, that any appellant or plaintiff in error may cause those parts of
th(j transcrlpt so authorized to be
(herein jf , fte
omtted fo b(j cop-eneo
such
of
,he game
Q
party
.
n nrnnpr nndprstandine of
0ftKapv
Bnv nnint ,nvo,vd ln the caBe. and
provided further, that if any clerk of
the district court shall, after the
adoption of this rule, insert in such
transcript any matter authorized to
be omitted by section one hereof, such
clerk shall not be allowed to chajggej
any compensation for so doing, and

$5.00

For $5.00 we will rent you, guaranteed by us in
condition, an understroke model 6, 7 or 8
Remington Typewriter or understroke Smith
for THREE MONTHS.
Then you can buy a machine If, you like, and w
will credit this $5.00 on the purchase.
SOLD ON THE
good

Pre-mie- .r

j

Easy Payment Plan.

RENTAL TERMS VISIBLE MODELS
MONARCH

SMITH PREMIER

REMINGTON

One Month, $3.00

Six Months, $15.00

Red Seal Carbon Papers

Paragon Ribbons

OUR PARAGON TYPEWRITER RIBBONS AND RED SEAL CARBON PAPERS are recognized as the leading ribbon and carbon lines

on the market.
They are the leading lines not only In quality, but In completeness.
And this completeness makes it certain that we have got the exact
ribbon and carbon paper for YOU.

Machine Catalogs and Supplies Booklet on Request.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER CO.
(

Ill

South Fourth

St

Incorporated )

Phone Main 674.

Albuquerque, N. M.
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